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INTRODUCTION
THE LIBRARY AND THE COMMONS FUTURE



In an age governed by algorithms, oversaturated 
with information, and marked by exponential 
socioeconomic divergence, only global networks 
of  localized initiatives can actively reclaim power 
from the institutions of  the past and delegate that 
power to the public domain. 
 Inklings of  this egalitarian city of  the future 
already exist in local grassroots organizations 
that engage in the practice of  commoning--the 
Atlas of  Commoning, an international set of  case 
studies exploring bottom-up operations conducted 
outside the state and market--is proof  of  the scope 
of  this action. 
 This project calls for the re-imagining of  
the historical archetype of  the library as civic 
institution	as	a	means	of 	offering	physical	and	
ideological space for the civic sphere. The 
exhibition of  this project expresses this thesis 
in two parts: (1) through the accumulation and 
synthesis of  resources in the form of  books written 
and compiled for (2) the library, designed to 
house community initiatives already in existence 
throughout the chosen city of  Philadelphia. 
Entitled Ex Libris All, this compilation of  form and 
resources forms a body of  work that mimics the 
thesis itself: where spatially networked resources 
unite to support communities outside the realm of  
market and state. 
 Situated in the context of  a studio focused on 
commoning practices, this project makes reference 
to a number of  case studies produced for the 
aforementioned Atlas of  Commoning. I am 
particularly interested in the smaller operations in 

PhiladelPhia, the library, and the Commons Future

Framework

this Atlas--those that want to grow, but require the 
support of  adjacent organizations to simply stay 
afloat.	In	a	turbulent	political	environment	with	
ever-present corporations co-opting resources for 
and narratives about the public good, it seems that 
relationships between bottom-up operations are 
necessary for their survival. 
 I should note that this book is a compilation 
of 	the	five	books	written	for	the	exhibition	of 	
this thesis, with added sections produced for the 
presentation of  the library design. In this form, 
the books are broken down here as separate 
chapters. None of  these books were intended to 
comprehensively chronicle the entire history of  
the library, Philadelphia, or the neighborhood of  
Hawthorne. Instead, I viewed these books as non-
comprehensive selections of  cases that summarize 
organizational structures, spatial conditions, and 
societal contexts that I believe are relevant and 
fundamental in the design of  a community-based 
library	of 	the	future,	specifically	in	a	Western	
context. Many of  the following chapters read as a 
historical accounts, but don’t provide a complete 
compendium on any history. Overlaps, tangents, 
and diatribes within this series are an attempt to 
provide a tangible means of  initiating the civic-
oriented spatial alliance of  the library of  the 
future--the beginning of  the library’s collection. 
 Commoning initiatives emerge as reactions 
to civic problems either created by or unsolved 
by existing institutions of  market or state. As 
discovered by the Atlas of  Commoning, as these 
organizations form connections with each other, 
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they can emancipate themselves from state 
funding and market forces. In a capitalist society, 
the intrinsic state of  any organization includes 
the will to expand; when the market reigns 
supreme, success is inherently tied to growth. 
But	there	are	different	types	of 	growth	towards	
which organizations strive. To begin with, all 
projects and organizations follow some version of  
this path of  maturation: (1) exposing a problem, 
(2)	defining	an	ideal,	and	(3)	working	towards	a	
solution. 

It’s easy to apply this model to practically any 
kind of  project: rideshare services like Uber, for 
example, were founded upon the issue that taxi 
services were often lacking in accountability, ease 
of  requesting rides, and more. The company 
imagined a world where hailing a ride was as 
simple a pressing a few buttons, where no cash 
was exchanged, and riders could track their rides 
digitally. The company is now essentially in the 
third phase, grappling with the unforeseen and 
unimagined issues that have emerged with the 
addition of  reality. 
 Another example could be General 
Sisters, one of  the case studies from the Atlas 
of  Commoning. Two artists relocated to the 
historically disenfranchised town of  Braddock 
just outside of  Pittsburgh and purchased a long-
abandoned building and adjacent empty lot very 
cheaply. The neighborhood is considered a food 
desert, meaning that there is little, if  any, access 
to grocery stores that provide fresh produce and 
other daily necessities. The two artists decided 
to found an organization that would expose 
the food desert issue (phase one) and focus on 

gardening,	cooking,	and	other	means	of 	filling	
this gap in the community’s resources, creating 
a circular economy where Braddock residents 
could volunteer some time to work in the garden 
to produce food that they could learn to cook 
together--a form of  skill-sharing that also directly 
combated the food desert condition (phase two). 
But the town faced an even larger problem: 
proposed fracking operations just upstream from 
General Sisters threatened the ground upon 
which the community relied. The store’s founders, 

in a period of  self-evaluation, chose to pause 
production and invested their time and resources 
into a protest and legal battle against the fracking 
company. But their solution--a zoning ordinance 
that would protect the contested property from 
industrial use--would also rezone the property of  
General Sisters as residential, not commercial. 
Forging ahead (phase three), the founders 
pursued a second legal strategy to obtain an 
unprecedented zoning variance for their property, 
establishing a process for others to rezone in the 
future. So the local economic cycle is resumed, 
leveraging the resource of  the ground to produce 
food and household products that generate work 
and	financial	capital	that	stays	local	to	Braddock’s	
residents and self-sustaining. 
 But as these organizations continue to grow, 
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they face a choice in exactly how they want to 
grow. One option is to stay consistent in terms of  
the	issue	first	grappled	with	and	simply	scale	up	
the scope of  that third phase of  working towards 
a solution. This is the typical growth type of  
corporations--when one Starbucks in Seattle was 
successful, another store popped up nearby, and 
another, and another, until there’s a Starbucks at 
every corner around the world. 

	 Another	option	is	to	stay	firmly	rooted	in	a	
particular urban milieu and shift focus to a new 
issue facing that place--the growth type favored 
by General Sisters. This version of  growth 
allows for the organization to dig deep into 
the community in which it exists, subsequently 
embedding itself  as a product and producer 
of  its own environment. I think this is a key 
distinction between operations of  the market 
and the bottom-up operations compiled in the 
Atlas of  Commoning: commoning practices 
must not be afraid to self-evaluate in terms of  the 
community’s	needs,	not	financial	gain.	Growth,	
then, is not a factor of  monetary gain for the 

organization itself  but a cultivation of  holistic 
growth in a community. 
 This second type of  growth--staying in 
place and expanding the ideological scope 
of 	operations--is	reliant	on	flexibility	and	an	
emphasis on community engagement. These 
aspects of  commoning practices must be built in 
to the foundation of  these operations, which is 
why it is often fruitful to scour an organization’s 

mission statement for not just the buzzwords 
of  ‘community,’ ‘close-knit,’ ‘embedded,’ etc., 
but	a	real	sense	of 	dependence	on	the	specific	
community in which it is embedded to always 
determine the next steps for the organization 
to take. If  an organization is too strict in their 
definition	of 	operations,	this	indicates	an	
unwillingness	to	remain	flexible	enough	to	work	
with the second growth type. 
 Surprisingly, a dependency on other 
commoning practices or even state funding 
or corporate sponsorship can also indicate a 
willingness	to	remain	place-based	and	flexible.	
Conflict	Kitchen,	another	case	study	from	the	
Atlas of  Commoning, is one example of  this type 
of  dependency that retains adaptability. The 
organization founders were passionate about the 
plight of  refugees and wanted to provide a space 
that would celebrate their left-behind cultures and 

< adjaCent image
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provide a means of  employment. A restaurant 
was opened, with a rotating menu determined 
and cooked by refugees, featuring cuisine of  their 
home	countries.	This	barely-profitable	business	
model was made possible through grants and 
donations that were based on yearly cycles; after 
those grants were funding sources were used, the 
operation shut down temporarily and reopened a 
few years later in a new location thanks to new 

funding	sources	granted	to	Conflict	Kitchen	due	
to its former success in the mission to provide 
employment and celebration of  these various 
cultural cuisines. Those funding sources were a 
variety of  philanthropic, state, and corporate 
sponsors,	including	Waffle	Shop:	A	Reality	Show,	
the Benter Foundation, the Center for the Arts 
in Society, the Studio for Creative Inquiry at 
Carnegie Mellon University, and a $7,000 seed 
grant from the Pittsburgh-based Sprout Fund. 
	 But,	to	define	an	ideal	of 	my	own,	I	think	that	
practices of  commoning should not build their 
operations on the assumption that those funding 
sources	will	continue	to	support	them	indefinitely.	
In order for the commons to grow universally 
and compete with the market and state as 
foundational systems upon which our society is 
predicated, commoning practices must evolve in 
a way that allows their dependencies to shift from 

outside the commons to within the commons. 
The diagram on the following page expresses this 
type of  systematically-scaled growth that slowly 
divorces itself  from existing institutions of  the 
state or the market. 
 This network of  commoning is, in my mind, 
necessary in order to fundamentally shift western 
societies away from capitalism. From the Atlas, 
we’ve seen that this network is just beginning to 

form in the U.S.--Pittsburgh’s General Sisters, 
for example, overlaps spatially and operationally 
with the Braddock Carnegie Library, which 
holds the kitchen and many of  the printmaking 
services utilized by the two founding artists of  
the general store. Another city in which the 
Atlas has explored is Zurich, Switzerland, where 
this network is over a hundred years old and 
is therefore much stronger in its connections. 
Housing cooperatives work to combat the high 
housing costs in the city and today about a 
quarter of  the housing stock is part of  these 
cooperative structures--an impressive percentage. 
It’s proof  that with conscious alliances between 
similarly-minded organizations, the commoning 
system--as a network--can slowly divorce itself  
from reliance on the state and market forces that 
made its development possible. 
 The inherent irony of  this cycle—that 
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institutionalization is necessary in order to 
deinstitutionalize existing systems—allows the 
commons to operate at the scale of  the city and 
work	efficiently	as	a	symbol	of 	collective	human	
action. As institutions get bigger, they tend to face 
issues of  bureaucracy, enforced hierarchies, and 
corruption—but if  the ground remains fertile for 
the emergence of  bottom-up organization, this 
process of  growth is actually healthy. 
 The historical model of  the library can act 
as this fertile ground, nurturing the formation 
of  knowledge and bottom-up organization in 
a centralized, symbolic anchor point through 
which community resources might identify 
common ground in order to scale up their 
operational scope. From there, the new commons 
can grow as an institution and compete with 
the state and market institutions that have 
often	caused	or	at	least	indifferently	aided	the	
structural socioeconomic issues that commoning 
organizations are often established to solve. 
 In order to stimulate this process of  
cooperation, this project proposes a library 
where existing community services can connect 
and collaborate. The corresponding half  of  this 
project was to develop a set of  resources for this 
library, of  which this book (and its bibliography) is 
a	first	step.	

adjaCent image >
Early concept collage for the 

commons library of  the future
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE LIBRARY
THE SOCIAL AND ARCHITECTURAL EVOLUTION 

OF THE LIBRARY



There is perhaps no greater evidence of  the 
innate	significance	of 	libraries	than	the	fact	that	
history—versus	prehistory—is	literally	defined	by	
the application of  the written word. Obviously, 
the history of  the library is intertwined with the 
evolution of  methods to record the written word, 
first	used	to	report	transactions	on	clay	tablets	
as early as 2600 BC, record government and 
religious decrees on papyrus in Ancient Egypt, 
and even document local myths for educational 
purposes. Early libraries were considered civic 
institutions; admirable features of  a city that 
would attract investments as well as secure a 
ruler’s power. Patronage of  these libraries was, in 
many ways, more important than the authorship 
of  the texts inside: rulers often founded libraries to 
consolidate materials and resources for either their 
personal gain or for their use amongst a privileged 
class of  nobility and scholars. In this sense, the 
“civic institution” of  the library acted more like a 
symbol of  private power in the city rather than an 
open space for the general public. 
 The earliest and most comprehensive 
example of  an early library’s collection is the 
approximately 30,000 tablets discovered in the 
ancient city of  Nineveh in modern-day Iraq. The 
Royal Library of  Ashurbanipal was established 
in	the	7th	century	BC	by	King	Ashurbanipal,	a	
ruler known for both his intellect and cruelty. This 
reputation allowed both his traveling scribes to 
copy texts from around Babylonia as well as his 
armies	to	confiscate	texts	from	enemies	to	add	
to his collection. Though today his collection 

early Knowledge, teChnology, and storage

In the BegInnIng

is	best	known	for	the	Epic	of 	Gilgamesh,	King	
Ashurbanipal accumulated a massive set of  
legal documents and declarations, religious 
omens	and	incantations,	scientific	records,	and	
mythological literature. This procurement of  
diverse materials via duplication and theft was 
not unusual for this time; the more famous 
Library of  Alexandria, established only a few 
centuries later, is estimated to have once held 
between 40,000 and 400,000 texts. But the library 
here was a part of  a much larger institution, 
the Musaeum, dedicated to the production and 
collection of  knowledge by hundreds of  esteemed 
live-in scholars supported by royal patronage. 
Instead of  simply storing the written texts, then, 
the Library of  Alexandria acted as a supplement 
to a broader purpose as a centralized proto-
university space as well as a means of  recording 
the knowledge produced there; a depository of  
information with a limited user base. Scholars 
like Archimedes, Euclid, Callimachus, and other 
great Hellenistic thinkers lived and worked 
together on a campus that allegedly featured a 
communal dining room, gardens, lecture halls, 
theaters, private study rooms, and a cataloguing 
and acquisitions department. The idea of  
accumulation and consolidation of  knowledge—
though always limiting access and contributions 
to the aristocracy—was fundamental to both the 
Royal Library of  Ashurbanipal and the Library of  
Alexandria. 
 As the spread of  Christianity pulled power  
from Rome to Constantinople in 330 AD and 
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devalued pagan Greco-Roman classics,  a new 
form of  written  word storage—the codex—was 
introduced. The slow process of  converting texts 
from scrolls and tablets to books paired with this 
newfound distaste for non-Christian texts was 
essentially a form of  censorship, almost exclusively 
conducted by monks in scriptoriums. Monasteries 
devoted rooms lit only by the sun to the transfer 
and illumination (illustration) of  appropriate 
texts to manuscripts, resulting in large library 
collections often accompanying monasteries of  
the time. The labor-intensive act of  transferring 
text was considered both pedagogical and pietistic 
for monks, educating them scholastically and 
morally. Notably, the production of  knowledge 
by the monks themselves was not a fundamental 
virtue of  the monastic library model; instead, 
the transcription and illumination of  past texts 
focused more on the idea of  preservation of  
knowledge deemed acceptable for Christians. 
 The slow, laborious process of  preparing the 
paper, copying text, visualizing and producing 
imagery, and binding the codex made books—and 
the knowledge stored within—quite expensive. 
High production costs, rarity, and low literacy 
levels outside the aristocracy contributed to 
a centuries-long conception of  the book as a 
luxury good, relegated to private, university, or 
royal libraries and the patrons of  such privileged 
spaces.	Although	some	efficient	printing	
techniques were practiced in East Asia, it was 
Johannes Gutenberg in 1439 who popularized 
the printing press in Europe, combining existing 
technologies to invent the movable type-based 
printing system. The greatly reduced production 
speed and, consequently, lowered cost of  book 
printing dramatically impacted the readership 
and proliferation of  books in a matter of  decades: 
between its invention in 1440 and the start of  
the sixteenth century, the printing press was 
responsible for the publication of  over twenty 
million copies in Western Europe alone, with that 
number rising tenfold in the following century. 
Knowledge,	information,	and	cultural	resources	
previously restricted to aristocrats was now 
within the means of  nearly all Europeans, rapidly 
increasing literacy rates and the democratization 
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of  knowledge. New rules about page numbering, 
tables	of 	contents,	indices,	and	other	classification	
techniques were enacted to standardize the book 
as commercial production grew. Authorship 
suddenly became easier, faster, and more 
profitable;	the	first	copyright	laws	were	passed	as	
scientific	discoveries,	trade	secrets,	and	more	were	
shared with the world. 
 Despite the proliferation of  the book at this 
point in time, libraries were not concerned with 
the unbridled accumulation of  texts or the free 
dissemination of  knowledge to the general public. 
Still, the invention of  the printing press shifted 
the concerns of  the library deeply: the new ease 
and inexpensiveness of  book production veered 
libraries’ priorities from collecting manuscripts 
as artifacts to collecting printed books containing 
actual intellectual value and practicality. 
 The Laurentian Library in Florence housed 
a collection of  about 11,000 manuscripts 
and around 4,500 printed books. But this 
Michelangelo-designed library was actually 
more important as a symbolic, architectural 
object than as a place for the storage of  books: 
commissioned by Medici pope Clement VII in 
1523, the library was intended to shed the wealthy 
Medici family of  their merchant roots and debut 
their wealth to enter into Florence’s cultured, 
ecclesiastical society. The library itself  was built 
within a cloister of  the Basilica di San Lorenzo di 
Firenze and was open only to invited scholars and 
nobility. While Europe’s aristocracy built private 
symbols of  power, knowledge was being produced, 
standardized, and shared at unprecedented scales. 



Enter the Age of  Enlightenment. While libraries, 
symbols of  knowledge and power, remained 
exclusive, books permeated and proliferated the 
sphere of  the public, engendering a worldview 
focused on reason. Scholars like René Descartes, 
Isaac	Newton,	Immanuel	Kant,	and	others	
worked extensively to question the authority of  
monarchs and the Roman Catholic Church, tout 
empiricism	in	scientific	practices,	espouse	the	right	
of  the individual and innate equality, examine 
the concept of  happiness, and more. These ideas 
were largely formed by and relied on the newly-
accessible	realm	of 	knowledge	offered	by	the	
printed book: communication and the exchange 
of  information was a necessary component 
of  the autonomy promoted by Enlightenment 
thinkers. Still, because knowledge was seen as an 
instrument in the procurement of  independence, 
this	was	a	right	not	to	be	afforded	to	everyone	
equally: women, people of  color, and the poor 
were nearly always overlooked. Many philosophers 
conceived of  the public as two distinct groups: 
one consisted of  “men of  letters” who were “truly 
enlightened,” and the other of  “the blind and 
noisy multitude.” Private and scholastic libraries 
remained the norm for this period, but there 
were certainly spaces and periodicals that cut 
through class and gender divides, often outside the 
traditional library format. 
	 One	such	space	was	the	café	and	coffee	house,	
concepts made famous in eighteenth-century 
Paris and Vienna, respectively. For the price of  
a	coffee,	customers	were	permitted	to	stay	for	

soCial gathering and inFormation sharing

reason In CIrCulatIon

hours, observing passersby, conversing with other 
customers, reading a newspaper, and more. These 
spaces became important in this underground 
network of  communication, providing space 
for writers, artists, musicians, scientists, and 
other revolutionary thinkers to congregate and 
exchange ideas. Printing culture was deeply 
embedded in the framework of  the café as well, 
with the “printing, publishing, selling, and viewing 
of  newspapers, pamphlets, and books” often 
occurring on the premises. Parisians Hurtaut and 
Magny remarked that cafés were social hubs for 
revolutionaries: “one gets the news there, either by 
conversation, or by reading the newspapers. You 
don’t have to encounter anyone with bad morals, 
no loud persons, no soldiers, no domestics, no 
one who could trouble the tranquility of  society.” 
Again,	these	spaces,	though	pontificating	on	the	
value of  egalitarianism, were still exclusionary, 
particularly of  women. 
 Despite their wealth, aristocratic women 
remained	confined	to	the	domestic	sphere,	for	the	
most part unable to participate in the political and 
academic conversations occurring in universities 
and	coffeehouses.	The	phenomenon	of 	the	
salon circumvented this gender divide, bringing 
the intellectual and social culture of  the café 
to the home. Women in the role of  salonnière 
were expected to lead and moderate discussions 
between invited guests, who were often great 
thinkers of  the day, like Polish composer Frederic 
Chopin, English writer Louisa May Alcott, and 
French writer Marcel Proust, as well as minorities 
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A	series	of 	images	from	coffeehouses	and	cafés	in	
Paris, Vienna, Istanbul, etc. 
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Representation of  a salon, libraries, and 
ephemeral publications. 
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that existed within the well-educated aristocracy—
women, mostly; but also German Jews, English 
feminists, young and uneducated Italians, and 
Belgian revolutionists. The content discussed in 
salons varied and is contested amongst historians, 
with	some	claiming	that	politics	was	off-limits	
while others drawing clear political connections 
from conclusions debated in particular salons. 
Nevertheless, women and other minorities used 
this forum to gain an informal education and 
sometimes	find	patrons	for	great	artistic	works.	
Essentially, the salon provided the scholastic 
framework for outsiders not accepted into cafés, 
coffeehouses,	or	libraries	in	the	17th	and	18th	
centuries. 
	 While	cafes,	coffeehouses,	libraries,	and	
salons held the conversations and debates 
for the aristocratic intelligentsia, pamphlets, 
newspapers, and other small-format publications 
made cheaper and accessible by the printing 
press were the primary mode of  information 
dissemination for a much wider and diverse 
audience. Publications like the Bibliothèque 
Bleue in France, chapbooks in England, and 
Volksbuch in Germany were considered street 
literature; ephemeral publications that covered a 
broad range of  topics including folk tales, poetry, 
“gallows literature” written by to-be-executed 
felons, religious diatribes, news, satirical elections-
related pieces, and more. Regular publications 
resembling the modern newspaper began to 
appear	as	early	as	1609	but	began	to	flourish	in	
the eighteenth century, particularly in countries 
where criticism of  authority was not or only 
somewhat censored, like in Britain and the United 
States.	Editors	were	highly	influential,	able	to	
angle publications towards a favored party via 
strongly-worded editorials and selected topics. 
In the 1880s, the automatic typesetting system 
enabled the overnight printing of  newspapers, 
making a daily newspaper system feasible. The 
history of  journalism and the newspaper is 
variable by location due to attitudes and legislation 
concerning censorship, but in general, these 
small-format, ephemeral publications were widely 
available to non-aristocratic classes, facilitating 
mass communication outside the domain of  the 

ruling classes. 
 Despite their overall disregard for the 
technological advancements, literacy rates, and 
epistemological shift towards reason, this era is 
often perceived as the golden age of  libraries—a 
moniker more concerned with the symbol of  the 
library rather than its contents. Indeed, some of  
the most famous and renowned libraries were 
built during the Age of  Enlightenment, including 
Henri Labrouste’s Bibliothéque Sainte-Geneviève 
in Paris, Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach’s 
Austrian National Library in Vienna, and many 
more. Libraries were beginning to expand access, 
but often chained books to desks to protect against 
theft and required the acquisition of  passes 
in advance of  entrance to dispel uneducated 
outsiders. Women and other societal minorities—
even within the aristocracy—were denied entry. 
Meanwhile, booklets and other cheap publication 
formats thrived in the public realm, providing 
entertainment, news, and an informal education 
to an unprecedentedly diverse audience. These 
two antipodal systems of  mass communication 
and	information	exchange	reflected	the	structures	
of  the Western societies in which they existed—
fittingly,	the	end	of 	the	Age	of 	Enlightenment	is	
often marked by the French Revolution. 
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The multivariate forms of  communication and 
information exchange occurring throughout the 
Age of  Enlightenment in Europe—in the salons, 
coffeehouses,	and	radical	pamphlet	publications—
profoundly	affected	the	foundations	of 	the	
burgeoning American democracy. In particular, 
Thomas	Jefferson	and	Benjamin	Franklin,	both	
regulars in the Parisian intellectual scene, were 
attracted to ideas espoused by philosopher John 
Locke who believed in individuals’ rights to life, 
liberty, and property gained through individual 
labor. It’s this fundamental link between rights 
and production that ideologically and legally 
constructed	the	specific	system	of 	capitalism	
practiced in America, clearly articulated in 
Jefferson’s	Declaration	of 	Independence.	At	the	
time, this perspective of  natural rights was radical 
in its inclusivity, but still excluded women and 
people	of 	color	(slaves,	specifically).	Regardless,	
the concepts written into the foundational 
texts of  the United States of  America were 
clearly reactions against monarchical systems 
of  governance and explicitly religious codes of  
morality—concepts developed by Enlightenment 
thinkers. 
 Franklin’s concerns focused more on mass 
societal issues to be solved with social services; 
to	find	these	solutions,	he	formed	the	Junto,	a	
structured social group who met weekly to discuss 
politics, news, morals, and philosophy. Not unlike 
the	European	salon	discussion	or	coffeehouse	
debate, Franklin’s Junto consisted of  twelve well-
educated professionals, including businessmen, 
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mathematicians, surveyors, cabinetmakers, 
bartenders, and more. A list of  twenty-four 
questions provided framework for discussions 
led by Franklin, covering topics like news of  
local	business	failures	and	profits,	effects	of 	the	
temperance movement, arrivals of  strangers in 
town, tidbits from recently-read books, successful 
medical interventions, and more. From these 
discussions,	some	of 	America’s	first	institutions	
and	civic	services,	including	a	volunteer	fire	
company, an academy which eventually became 
the University of  Pennsylvania, and a hospital. 
 The Junto members’ conversations relied 
heavily	on	the	diversity	of 	perspectives	offered	
by the various represented professions paired 
with their well-stocked personal libraries that 
supported debates with factual evidence, worldly 
ties, and inspirational examples. But shipping 
books individually from Europe was costly 
and slow, and members often lugged small 
collections of  books with them to each meeting 
for reference. In 1731, it was decided that the 
members would consolidate their collections at 
one location. Modeled after subscription libraries, 
an organizational model only just gaining traction 
in Britain in the eighteenth century, the Junto’s 
library was eventually opened to non-members, 
who were able to borrow books by lending money 
to cover the book’s cost. This expansion of  access 
to books was obviously still exclusionary of  the 
poor, but clearly constructed the model of  book 
loans—a social contract based on trust—still 
essentially practiced today. The collection held in 
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Franklin’s Library Company of  Philadelphia grew 
rapidly with the increase in membership, at its 
height containing Revolution-era ephemera, 2,600 
books	on	medicine,	significant	texts	on	political	
theory and law, and more, even virtually serving as 
the Library of  Congress until 1800. 
 The model of  the subscription library—
central, mostly inclusive, and primarily for 
academic purposes—went relatively uncontested 
for some time. The United States of  America was 
expanding to the west and adopting a narrative 
with	roots	in	Jefferson’s	connection	between	rights	
and labor: the western frontier was an unforgiving 
but bountiful environment where brave, hard-
working, independent people would extract value 
from the land, thereby claiming that land and its 
spoils. This industriousness and optimistic attitude 
towards work was adopted by many immigrants, 
but perhaps none so explicitly or successfully 
as Andrew Carnegie, a Scottish-American 
industrialist who eventually became one of  the 
wealthiest Americans in history. After founding 
the Carnegie Steel Company in Pittsburgh, 
Carnegie was heavily involved with large-scale 
philanthropic	efforts,	particularly	in	the	realm	
of  education and anti-imperialism. Biographer 
Burton J. Hendrick argues that the recipients 
of  Carnegie’s benefactions—public library 
buildings, colleges, teaching foundations, peace 
organizations, and more—indicate his perspective 
on the needs of  the working class to improve their 
situation. Again, it’s this sense that labor generates 
individuals’ worth that seems to have driven 
Carnegie’s philanthropy.  
 Between 1886 and 1929, Carnegie 
commissioned and built over 2,500 public libraries 
in the United States, meant to assist and support 
“industrious and ambitious” American workers 
all around the country without access to formal 
education. There seem to have been a few phases 
in which these libraries were built, highlighting the 

evolution of  the priorities held both by Carnegie 
himself  but also the regional contexts in which 
the	libraries	were	built.	Although	the	first	few	
libraries’ construction and operations were fully 
endowed by the Carnegie Foundation, most of  the 
libraries built adhered to “the Carnegie formula.” 
Towns interested in acquiring funds for a library 
were required to tangibly demonstrate the town’s 
needs,	specify	a	site,	secure	annual	funds	for	staff	
salaries and maintenance costs via public funds 
(not just through private donations) amounting 
to ten percent of  the construction costs, and 
guarantee access and service to all. Carnegie 
felt that this public support was a necessary 
component in his philanthropy; he believed that 
the role of  an institution was to support existing 
community	efforts	to	better	themselves,	helping	
the community help itself, again revealing the 
foundational American values of  independence 
and labor. This also ensured that Carnegie’s gifts 
were not seen as forced onto particular towns, a 
public relations issue that could have potentially 
compounded	the	effect	of 	other	unrelated	
controversies on the industrialist’s image. 
 The not-so-simple endeavor of  securing a 
Carnegie endowment was often taken up by 
local women’s clubs, a social trend for middle-
class women who were typically well-educated 
but barred from participating in government 
affairs.	Women’s	clubs	were	often	already	involved	
with the creation and upkeep of  small-town 
library collections, but lacked an ability to secure 
adequate funding for physical space amongst 
other needs due to the gendered division of  labor. 
In her book Free to All: Carnegie Libraries and American 
Culture 1890-1920, Abigail A. Van Slyck describes 
the complicated legwork performed by women 
in order to secure endowments that would, in 
turn, relinquish the authority of  the library to 
men in government positions or male librarians, 
who were considered professionals. Regardless, 
women’s extensive involvement in the endowment 
acquisition process lent a familial, domestic 
air to the library: according to Van Slyck, the 
library could be experienced “as a surrogate 
home that extended the cultural enlightenment 
of  the domestic sphere into the public realm, as 
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a viable alternative to the commercialized leisure 
of  the saloon” (136). In other words, the simple 
connotation of  feminine involvement in the 
production of  space outside the home was strong 
enough to divorce the library institution from the 
commercialism that is foundationally part of  the 
American dream. 
 Design was another integral component in the 
Carnegie library system, able to encourage the 
imposition of  morality, express the importance of  
education, and enforce the surveillance of  readers. 
In 1897, Carnegie hired fellow Scottish-American 
industrialist James Bertram to oversee the library 
system’s	finances,	endowment	negotiations,	
and design. Prior to Bertram’s involvement, 
buildings like the Braddock Carnegie Library in 
Pittsburgh were conceived as extensions of  the 
private, domestic sphere; emulating the formality 
and coziness of  a Victorian home by situating 
reading	rooms	around	fireplaces	with	leisurely	
seating	arrangements.	The	first	phase	of 	buildings	
whose construction was supervised by Bertram, 
though, were characterized by their emphasis 
on the surveillance of  users from the perspective 
of  the librarian. The Lawrenceville Branch of  
the Carnegie Library of  Pittsburgh, opened in 
1898 and designed by local architects Alden and 
Harlow,	reflected	the	desire	for	the	supervision	
of  users by placing the librarian’s desk—in the 
shape of  a circle—in the center of  a symmetrical 
plan	flanked	by	a	reading	room	on	one	side	and	
a children’s room on the other. The books were 
located behind the circulation desk, controlling 
the interactions between readers and books by 
forcing readers to pass through a small gate 
under the librarian’s watchful eye, entering the 
radially-oriented stacks that allowed the librarian 
to monitor everyone at once. In this way, the 
library could adopt an open-shelf  policy despite 
Carnegie’s ambivalence towards working class 
users. 
 The second era of  Bertram’s design mentality 
was	influenced	by	the	involvement	of 	women	in	
the endowment procurement process. As stated 
previously, the fact that women were in some 
way associated with a space outside the domestic 
sphere inherently separated the concept of  the 

library from commercial centers. This notion 
became particularly tangible in Gainesville, Texas, 
where the site chosen for the library needed to 
be seen as a respectable location for upstanding 
gentlemen and ladies to be seen, but also adjacent 
to saloons in order to remind impressionable 
single men of  a “wholesome alternative” to 
commercialized leisure. In a sense, the library 
acted as an intermediary between residential 
and commercial spaces in town, not unlike a 
church;	both	buildings	were	often	offset	from	
the street and surrounded by greenery to further 
differentiate	their	functions	from	commercial	
activities. 
 The architectural design of  the front façade 
was also within the purview of  Bertram, who 
was mostly concerned with extra costs associated 
with classical architectural references like domes 
and temple fronts. But these conservative styles 
were preferred by local boosters, who valued 
the ubiquity and nearly-universal message 
of  “institution” communicated by the Greek 
Revival, Italianate, and Spanish Colonial façades. 
This approach both signaled the historical 
significance	of 	the	library	in	great	civilizations	
since antiquity—an ethos America wanted to 
appropriate for their relatively new nation—as 
well as participated in the new City Beautiful 
movement that celebrated grandeur and openness. 
In order to counteract the expensive and, in his 
mind, unnecessary architectural ornamentation 
of  libraries, Bertram publicly denounced these 
expenditures and lowered endowments earmarked 
specifically	for	building	construction	from	$48,000	
in 1901 to below $15,000 in 1904. But small town 
boosters	were	relentless,	finding	efficiencies	by	
housing more and more civic programs inside 
the library and compromising in the grandeur of  
ornamentation to keep smaller pediments. Library 
efficiency—and	even	content—was	not	the	
primary concern of  small town library organizers; 
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instead, most were focused on the library as 
a symbol of  morality and progress, with the 
librarian as the supervisor of  the complex social 
institution housed inside. 
 In American popular culture, the myth of  
the library shaped by Carnegie’s system remains 
pervasive. The removal of  the library from 
commercial centers, the highly-formal, imposing 
entrance, the strict, omnipresent librarian, the 
hushed whispers of  patrons, and the staged 
succession of  spaces guarding the imaginary realm 
of  the book seems like a universal experience for 
any library user in small towns across America. 
This nearly-ubiquitous experience, though, is 
proof  that the library acted in ways beyond 
simple book storage or distribution: for Franklin, 
the library enabled the intellectual discussions 
that progressed Americans’ quality of  life; for 
Carnegie, the library instilled moral values 
that would allow American workers to become 
enlightened; for small-town Americans, the library 
enhanced the town’s value and provided a space 
for the housing of  diverse social networks outside 
the commercial realm. 
Towards the end of  the twentieth century, libraries 
faced a multitude of  new problems stemming from 
an evolving political, physical, and information 
landscape: as resources and library catalogs were 
being digitized, many politicians began to question 
the necessity of  the library as a physical space. 
As digital technology became cheaper and more 
accessible, it seemed only logical that libraries 
would no longer be the exclusive point of  access to 
information.	This	hypothesis	was	reflected	in	cuts	
to library budgets on local, state, and federal levels 
in the United States. In 2009, a survey conducted 
by the American Library Association found that 
at least twenty states reported declines between 
five	and	ten	percent	in	annual	state	funding	of 	
public libraries. In 2012, state aid for public 
libraries was completely eliminated in Louisiana, 

whose governor explained the logic behind the 
cut: “in tight budget times, we prioritized funding 
for health care and education. Operations such 
as local libraries can be supported with local, not 
state dollars” (Schwartz). Although other means 
of  funding may be available, states are required to 
provide some level of  state aid in order to qualify 
for federal assistance and local governments, 
particularly in rural areas, are unable to support 
libraries without assistance due to smaller tax 
bases. But despite all the politically-driven reasons 
to reduce or eliminate library funding, the use of  
libraries is not decreasing. 
 In 2012, a report issued by the Pew Research 
Center’s Internet and American Life Project 
found	that	fifty-three	percent	of 	Americans	ages	
16 and older had visited a library within the past 
year, seventy-six percent said that libraries were 
important in their personal lives, and ninety-
one percent said that public libraries provide 
important functions in their communities. In a 
resounding victory for the public library system, 
residents in the City of  Pittsburgh voted in a 
binding referendum in 2011 to increase annual 
property taxes by 0.25 mills in order to fund the 
Carnegie Library of  Pittsburgh to the tune of  
about $3 million per year. This budget increase 
effectively	reversed	a	2009	decision	to	close	four	
branches, merge two branches, and relocate one 
branch in the system. Investing in libraries has 
been proven to increase their use: “if  libraries 
have	more	funds,	they	can	have	more	staff,	more	
classes, more copies of  the latest bestseller, and—
maybe most importantly—longer hours” (Meyer). 
 Library systems across the country are 
learning to adapt nimbly with the evolving 
information	landscape	while	providing	specific	
services needed locally: ninety percent of  public 
libraries have e-book lending programs, sixty-
two	percent	offer	online	career	and	job-related	
resources,	thirty-five	percent	offer	GED	prep	
courses online, and thirty-three percent provide 
programs for starting new businesses (Pew). Public 
libraries have always served as welcoming spaces 
to immigrants and the working class, particularly 
in urban centers in the early twentieth century, but 
remain important for disenfranchised populations 
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Above is the facade of  the Marietta Carnegie 
Library. The adjacent image shows the entryway 
of  the Benton Harbor Carnegie Library. 

today, especially during times of  economic stress. 
Louisiana librarian Amanda Taylor mourned the 
2012 state budget cuts by describing the needs of  
her working-class community: 

 “There’s no longer a food stamp 
	 office;	there’s	no	longer	a	social	
	 security	office.	In	our	rural	parish	a	
 lot of  our people have low literacy 
 skills and very few computer skills. 
 They come to the library because 
 all of  that has to be done online. 
	 There	are	some	offices	in	some	bigger	
 areas but there’s no mass transport-
 ation and a lot of  our people do not 
 have transportation to a place that’s 
 two hours away. A lot of  our people 
 have children in the military and they 
 come to email their children that are 
 all over the world on these bases. And 
 almost all of  the companies require 
 you to do a job application online, 
 even if  it’s just for a truck driver who 
 doesn’t need to be great at computer 
 skills, so it is very important that we 
	 offer	[information	technology]	
 service” (Schwartz). 

In order to accommodate the evolving needs 
of  communities, former Carnegie Library of  
Pittsburgh librarian Maggie McFalls sees the 
profession of  librarianship as divergent in the 
past few decades: once primarily academic 
specialists, the discipline is now focused on 
providing connections to community resources. 
Librarianship paired with or bordering on social 
work seems to reiterate the idea of  the library 
as complex social institution as advocated by 
nineteenth-century small towns angling for 
Carnegie endowments.  
	 Another	notable	trend	to	respond	specifically	
to the needs of  the community include non-book 
lending operations. The Millvale Community 
Library, a public library in a former steel town 
just outside of  Pittsburgh, recently instituted 
a “Library of  Things,” where non-traditional 
objects like air-quality monitors, musical 

instruments, hand and power tools, and vegetable 
seeds, and many other appliances are available 
to be borrowed. In 2007, Millvalians banded 
together after the most recent catastrophic 
flooding	in	the	business	district	to	rebuild	
community	fixtures	and	capitalized	on	that	
momentum	to	found	the	town’s	first	library.	Due	
to	a	long	history	of 	flooding	in	the	town,	decades	
of  disinvestment, and the region’s historically 
bad air quality, pressing needs included children’s 
rooms, access to tools and fresh produce, and an 
ability to test air and water quality. The library 
reacted	to	these	needs	quickly,	at	first	even	without	
state funding: this example shows the diversity of  
services demanded by communities that can be 
accommodated by the trust-based sharing aspect 
of  the conventional library model. It also proves 
the power of  local initiatives and community 
industriousness	in	nimbly	accommodating	specific	
regional needs. 
 Makerspaces are another trendy topic 
amongst library administrators, providing an 
extension of  educational resources already 
available at libraries across the country. The 
idea of  a public space where people can work 
on independent and/or collaborative projects 
is obviously part of  the library’s role, but the 
makerspace concept highlights a technological 
medium and an emphasis on experimentation 
and fabrication. The term evolved from a 
hacking-related origin to encompass any kind of  
space geared towards STEM education (science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics). 
Many of  these spaces contain state-of-the-art 
technology like 3D printers, lasercutters, and 
robotic equipment, but often also feature sewing 
machines, woodworking equipment, and other 
more	traditional	hardware.	Again,	the	specifics	of 	
these services are dependent on a region’s needs 
and funding structures, with the intent to provide 
opportunities and resources otherwise unavailable 
to the community. 
 More adaptable than ever, libraries and 
librarians are constantly assessing the needs 
of  a community and accommodating them 
with less and less funds. Creative solutions to 
financial	deficits	have	preserved	the	conception	
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The former Carnegie Library in Washington, 
D.C. and the main branch of  the Carnegie 
Library in Pittsburgh. 

of  the library as an important community 
fixture,	propelling	librarians	into	a	role	of 	
empathetic community resource that is new 
to the discipline. While politicians at the state 
and federal level continue to attribute libraries’ 
change in functional priorities to a desperation 
to stay relevant in an increasingly digital society, 
these diverse programs are actually extensions 
of  the traditional library model that have always 
provided both physical and ideological space for 
the complex social institutions. Funding decreases, 
misconceptions about digital shifts, widening 
socioeconomic gaps and digital divides, and an 
growing	desire	for	programmatic	flexibility	are	the	
library’s most pressing concerns today, but are all 
problems whose solutions were written into the 
foundation of  the institution. 
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The multivariate forms of  communication and 
information exchange occurring throughout the 
Age of  Enlightenment in Europe—in the salons, 
coffeehouses,	and	radical	pamphlet	publications—
profoundly	affected	the	foundations	of 	the	
burgeoning American democracy. In particular, 
Thomas	Jefferson	and	Benjamin	Franklin,	both	
regulars in the Parisian intellectual scene, were 
attracted to ideas espoused by philosopher John 
Locke who believed in individuals’ rights to life, 
liberty, and property gained through individual 
labor. It’s this fundamental link between rights 
and production that ideologically and legally 
constructed	the	specific	system	of 	capitalism	
practiced in America, clearly articulated in 
Jefferson’s	Declaration	of 	Independence.	At	the	
time, this perspective of  natural rights was radical 
in its inclusivity, but still excluded women and 
people	of 	color	(slaves,	specifically).	Regardless,	
the concepts written into the foundational 
texts of  the United States of  America were 
clearly reactions against monarchical systems 
of  governance and explicitly religious codes of  
morality—concepts developed by Enlightenment 
thinkers. 
 Franklin’s concerns focused more on mass 
societal issues to be solved with social services; 
to	find	these	solutions,	he	formed	the	Junto,	a	
structured social group who met weekly to discuss 
politics, news, morals, and philosophy. Not unlike 
the	European	salon	discussion	or	coffeehouse	
debate, Franklin’s Junto consisted of  twelve well-
educated professionals, including businessmen, 
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mathematicians, surveyors, cabinetmakers, 
bartenders, and more. A list of  twenty-four 
questions provided framework for discussions 
led by Franklin, covering topics like news of  
local	business	failures	and	profits,	effects	of 	the	
temperance movement, arrivals of  strangers in 
town, tidbits from recently-read books, successful 
medical interventions, and more. From these 
discussions,	some	of 	America’s	first	institutions	
and	civic	services,	including	a	volunteer	fire	
company, an academy which eventually became 
the University of  Pennsylvania, and a hospital. 
 The Junto members’ conversations relied 
heavily	on	the	diversity	of 	perspectives	offered	
by the various represented professions paired 
with their well-stocked personal libraries that 
supported debates with factual evidence, worldly 
ties, and inspirational examples. But shipping 
books individually from Europe was costly 
and slow, and members often lugged small 
collections of  books with them to each meeting 
for reference. In 1731, it was decided that the 
members would consolidate their collections at 
one location. Modelled after subscription libraries, 
an organizational model only just gaining traction 
in Britain in the eighteenth century, the Junto’s 
library was eventually opened to non-members, 
who were able to borrow books by lending money 
to cover the book’s cost. This expansion of  access 
to books was obviously still exclusionary of  the 
poor, but clearly constructed the model of  book 
loans—a social contract based on trust—still 
essentially practiced today. The collection held in 
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Franklin’s Library Company of  Philadelphia grew 
rapidly with the increase in membership, at its 
height containing Revolution-era ephemera, 2,600 
books	on	medicine,	significant	texts	on	political	
theory and law, and more, even virtually serving as 
the Library of  Congress until 1800. 
 The model of  the subscription library—
central, mostly inclusive, and primarily for 
academic purposes—went relatively uncontested 
for some time. The United States of  America was 
expanding to the west and adopting a narrative 
with	roots	in	Jefferson’s	connection	between	rights	
and labor: the western frontier was an unforgiving 
but bountiful environment where brave, hard-
working, independent people would extract value 
from the land, thereby claiming that land and its 
spoils. This industriousness and optimistic attitude 
towards work was adopted by many immigrants, 
but perhaps none so explicitly or successfully 
as Andrew Carnegie, a Scottish-American 
industrialist who eventually became one of  the 
wealthiest Americans in history. After founding 
the Carnegie Steel Company in Pittsburgh, 
Carnegie was heavily involved with large-scale 
philanthropic	efforts,	particularly	in	the	realm	
of  education and anti-imperialism. Biographer 
Burton J. Hendrick argues that the recipients 
of  Carnegie’s benefactions—public library 
buildings, colleges, teaching foundations, peace 
organizations, and more—indicate his perspective 
on the needs of  the working class to improve their 
situation. Again, it’s this sense that labor generates 
individuals’ worth that seems to have driven 
Carnegie’s philanthropy.  
 Between 1886 and 1929, Carnegie 
commissioned and built over 2,500 public libraries 
in the United States, meant to assist and support 
“industrious and ambitious” American workers 
all around the country without access to formal 
education. There seem to have been a few phases 
in which these libraries were built, highlighting the 
evolution of  the priorities held both by Carnegie 
himself  but also the regional contexts in which 
the	libraries	were	built.	Although	the	first	few	
libraries’ construction and operations were fully 
endowed by the Carnegie Foundation, most of  the 
libraries built adhered to “the Carnegie formula.” 

Towns interested in acquiring funds for a library 
were required to tangibly demonstrate the town’s 
needs,	specify	a	site,	secure	annual	funds	for	staff	
salaries and maintenance costs via public funds 
(not just through private donations) amounting 
to ten percent of  the construction costs, and 
guarantee access and service to all. Carnegie 
felt that this public support was a necessary 
component in his philanthropy; he believed that 
the role of  an institution was to support existing 
community	efforts	to	better	themselves,	helping	
the community help itself, again revealing the 
foundational American values of  independence 
and labor. This also ensured that Carnegie’s gifts 
were not seen as forced onto particular towns, a 
public relations issue that could have potentially 
compounded	the	effect	of 	other	unrelated	
controversies on the industrialist’s image. 
 The not-so-simple endeavor of  securing a 
Carnegie endowment was often taken up by 
local women’s clubs, a social trend for middle-
class women who were typically well-educated 
but barred from participating in government 
affairs.	Women’s	clubs	were	often	already	involved	
with the creation and upkeep of  small-town 
library collections, but lacked an ability to secure 
adequate funding for physical space amongst 
other needs due to the gendered division of  labor. 
In her book Free to All: Carnegie Libraries and American 
Culture 1890-1920, Abigail A. Van Slyck describes 
the complicated legwork performed by women 
in order to secure endowments that would, in 
turn, relinquish the authority of  the library to 
men in government positions or male librarians, 
who were considered professionals. Regardless, 
women’s extensive involvement in the endowment 
acquisition process lent a familial, domestic 
air to the library: according to Van Slyck, the 
library could be experienced “as a surrogate 
home that extended the cultural enlightenment 
of  the domestic sphere into the public realm, as 
a viable alternative to the commercialized leisure 
of  the saloon” (136). In other words, the simple 
connotation of  feminine involvement in the 
production of  space outside the home was strong 
enough to divorce the library institution from the 
commercialism that is foundationally part of  the 

American dream. 
 Design was another integral component in the 
Carnegie library system, able to encourage the 
imposition of  morality, express the importance of  
education, and enforce the surveillance of  readers. 
In 1897, Carnegie hired fellow Scottish-American 
industrialist James Bertram to oversee the library 
system’s	finances,	endowment	negotiations,	
and design. Prior to Bertram’s involvement, 
buildings like the Braddock Carnegie Library in 
Pittsburgh were conceived as extensions of  the 
private, domestic sphere; emulating the formality 
and coziness of  a Victorian home by situating 
reading	rooms	around	fireplaces	with	leisurely	
seating	arrangements.	The	first	phase	of 	buildings	
whose construction was supervised by Bertram, 
though, were characterized by their emphasis 
on the surveillance of  users from the perspective 
of  the librarian. The Lawrenceville Branch of  
the Carnegie Library of  Pittsburgh, opened in 
1898 and designed by local architects Alden and 
Harlow,	reflected	the	desire	for	the	supervision	
of  users by placing the librarian’s desk—in the 
shape of  a circle—in the center of  a symmetrical 
plan	flanked	by	a	reading	room	on	one	side	and	
a children’s room on the other. The books were 
located behind the circulation desk, controlling 
the interactions between readers and books by 
forcing readers to pass through a small gate 
under the librarian’s watchful eye, entering the 
radially-oriented stacks that allowed the librarian 
to monitor everyone at once. In this way, the 
library could adopt an open-shelf  policy despite 
Carnegie’s ambivalence towards working class 
users. 
 The second era of  Bertram’s design mentality 
was	influenced	by	the	involvement	of 	women	in	
the endowment procurement process. As stated 
previously, the fact that women were in some 
way associated with a space outside the domestic 
sphere inherently separated the concept of  the 
library from commercial centers. This notion 
became particularly tangible in Gainesville, Texas, 
where the site chosen for the library needed to 
be seen as a respectable location for upstanding 
gentlemen and ladies to be seen, but also adjacent 
to saloons in order to remind impressionable 

single men of  a “wholesome alternative” to 
commercialized leisure. In a sense, the library 
acted as an intermediary between residential 
and commercial spaces in town, not unlike a 
church;	both	buildings	were	often	offset	from	
the street and surrounded by greenery to further 
differentiate	their	functions	from	commercial	
activities. 
 The architectural design of  the front façade 
was also within the purview of  Bertram, who 
was mostly concerned with extra costs associated 
with classical architectural references like domes 
and temple fronts. But these conservative styles 
were preferred by local boosters, who valued 
the ubiquity and nearly-universal message 
of  “institution” communicated by the Greek 
Revival, Italianate, and Spanish Colonial façades. 
This approach both signaled the historical 
significance	of 	the	library	in	great	civilizations	
since antiquity—an ethos America wanted to 
appropriate for their relatively new nation—as 
well as participated in the new City Beautiful 
movement that celebrated grandeur and openness. 
In order to counteract the expensive and, in his 
mind, unnecessary architectural ornamentation 
of  libraries, Bertram publicly denounced these 
expenditures and lowered endowments earmarked 
specifically	for	building	construction	from	$48,000	
in 1901 to below $15,000 in 1904. But small town 
boosters	were	relentless,	finding	efficiencies	by	
housing more and more civic programs inside 
the library and compromising in the grandeur of  
ornamentation to keep smaller pediments. Library 
efficiency—and	even	content—was	not	the	
primary concern of  small town library organizers; 
instead, most were focused on the library as 
a symbol of  morality and progress, with the 
librarian as the supervisor of  the complex social 
institution housed inside. 
 In American popular culture, the myth of  
the library shaped by Carnegie’s system remains 
pervasive. The removal of  the library from 
commercial centers, the highly-formal, imposing 
entrance, the strict, omnipresent librarian, the 
hushed whispers of  patrons, and the staged 
succession of  spaces guarding the imaginary realm 
of  the book seems like a universal experience for 
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any library user in small towns across America. 
This nearly-ubiquitous experience, though, is 
proof  that the library acted in ways beyond 
simple book storage or distribution: for Franklin, 
the library enabled the intellectual discussions 
that progressed Americans’ quality of  life; for 
Carnegie, the library instilled moral values 
that would allow American workers to become 
enlightened; for small-town Americans, the library 
enhanced the town’s value and provided a space 
for the housing of  diverse social networks outside 
the commercial realm. 
 Towards the end of  the twentieth century, 
libraries faced a multitude of  new problems 
stemming from an evolving political, physical, 
and information landscape: as resources and 
library catalogs were being digitized, many 
politicians began to question the necessity of  the 
library as a physical space. As digital technology 
became cheaper and more accessible, it seemed 
only logical that libraries would no longer be 
the exclusive point of  access to information. 
This	hypothesis	was	reflected	in	cuts	to	library	
budgets on local, state, and federal levels in the 
United States. In 2009, a survey conducted by 
the American Library Association found that at 
least	twenty	states	reported	declines	between	five	
and ten percent in annual state funding of  public 
libraries. In 2012, state aid for public libraries 
was completely eliminated in Louisiana, whose 
governor explained the logic behind the cut: “in 
tight budget times, we prioritized funding for 
health care and education. Operations such as 
local libraries can be supported with local, not 
state dollars” (Schwartz). Although other means 
of  funding may be available, states are required to 
provide some level of  state aid in order to qualify 
for federal assistance and local governments, 
particularly in rural areas, are unable to support 
libraries without assistance due to smaller tax 
bases. But despite all the politically-driven reasons 
to reduce or eliminate library funding, the use of  
libraries is not decreasing. 
 In 2012, a report issued by the Pew Research 
Center’s Internet and American Life Project 
found	that	fifty-three	percent	of 	Americans	ages	
16 and older had visited a library within the past 
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year, seventy-six percent said that libraries were 
important in their personal lives, and ninety-
one percent said that public libraries provide 
important functions in their communities. In a 
resounding victory for the public library system, 
residents in the City of  Pittsburgh voted in a 
binding referendum in 2011 to increase annual 
property taxes by 0.25 mills in order to fund the 
Carnegie Library of  Pittsburgh to the tune of  
about $3 million per year. This budget increase 
effectively	reversed	a	2009	decision	to	close	four	
branches, merge two branches, and relocate one 
branch in the system. Investing in libraries has 
been proven to increase their use: “if  libraries 
have	more	funds,	they	can	have	more	staff,	more	
classes, more copies of  the latest bestseller, and—
maybe most importantly—longer hours” (Meyer). 
 Library systems across the country are 
learning to adapt nimbly with the evolving 
information	landscape	while	providing	specific	
services needed locally: ninety percent of  public 
libraries have e-book lending programs, sixty-
two	percent	offer	online	career	and	job-related	
resources,	thirty-five	percent	offer	GED	prep	
courses online, and thirty-three percent provide 
programs for starting new businesses (Pew). Public 
libraries have always served as welcoming spaces 
to immigrants and the working class, particularly 
in urban centers in the early twentieth century, but 
remain important for disenfranchised populations 
today, especially during times of  economic stress. 
Louisiana librarian Amanda Taylor mourned the 
2012 state budget cuts by describing the needs of  
her working-class community: 

 “There’s no longer a food stamp 
	 office;	there’s	no	longer	a	social	
	 security	office.	In	our	rural	parish	a	
 lot of  our people have low literacy 
 skills and very few computer skills. 
 They come to the library because 

 all of  that has to be done online. 
	 There	are	some	offices	in	some	bigger	
 areas but there’s no mass transport-
 ation and a lot of  our people do not 
 have transportation to a place that’s 
 two hours away. A lot of  our people 
 have children in the military and they 
 come to email their children that are 
 all over the world on these bases. And 
 almost all of  the companies require 
 you to do a job application online, 
 even if  it’s just for a truck driver who 
 doesn’t need to be great at computer 
 skills, so it is very important that we 
	 offer	[information	technology]	
 service” (Schwartz). 

In order to accommodate the evolving needs 
of  communities, former Carnegie Library of  
Pittsburgh librarian Maggie McFalls sees the 
profession of  librarianship as divergent in the 
past few decades: once primarily academic 
specialists, the discipline is now focused on 
providing connections to community resources. 
Librarianship paired with or bordering on social 
work seems to reiterate the idea of  the library 
as complex social institution as advocated by 
nineteenth-century small towns angling for 
Carnegie endowments.  
	 Another	notable	trend	to	respond	specifically	
to the needs of  the community include non-book 
lending operations. The Millvale Community 
Library, a public library in a former steel town 
just outside of  Pittsburgh, recently instituted 
a “Library of  Things,” where non-traditional 
objects like air-quality monitors, musical 
instruments, hand and power tools, and vegetable 
seeds, and many other appliances are available 
to be borrowed. In 2007, Millvalians banded 
together after the most recent catastrophic 
flooding	in	the	business	district	to	rebuild	
community	fixtures	and	capitalized	on	that	
momentum	to	found	the	town’s	first	library.	Due	
to	a	long	history	of 	flooding	in	the	town,	decades	
of  disinvestment, and the region’s historically 
bad air quality, pressing needs included children’s 
rooms, access to tools and fresh produce, and an 
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ability to test air and water quality. The library 
reacted	to	these	needs	quickly,	at	first	even	without	
state funding: this example shows the diversity of  
services demanded by communities that can be 
accommodated by the trust-based sharing aspect 
of  the conventional library model. It also proves 
the power of  local initiatives and community 
industriousness	in	nimbly	accommodating	specific	
regional needs. 
 Makerspaces are another trendy topic 
amongst library administrators, providing an 
extension of  educational resources already 
available at libraries across the country. The 
idea of  a public space where people can work 
on independent and/or collaborative projects 
is obviously part of  the library’s role, but the 
makerspace concept highlights a technological 
medium and an emphasis on experimentation 
and fabrication. The term evolved from a 
hacking-related origin to encompass any kind of  
space geared towards STEM education (science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics). 
Many of  these spaces contain state-of-the-art 
technology like 3D printers, lasercutters, and 
robotic equipment, but often also feature sewing 
machines, woodworking equipment, and other 
more	traditional	hardware.	Again,	the	specifics	of 	
these services are dependent on a region’s needs 
and funding structures, with the intent to provide 
opportunities and resources otherwise unavailable 
to the community. 
 More adaptable than ever, libraries and 
librarians are constantly assessing the needs 
of  a community and accommodating them 
with less and less funds. Creative solutions to 
financial	deficits	have	preserved	the	conception	
of  the library as an important community 
fixture,	propelling	librarians	into	a	role	of 	
empathetic community resource that is new 
to the discipline. While politicians at the state 
and federal level continue to attribute libraries’ 
change in functional priorities to a desperation 
to stay relevant in an increasingly digital society, 
these diverse programs are actually extensions 
of  the traditional library model that have always 
provided both physical and ideological space for 
the complex social institutions. Funding decreases, 

misconceptions about digital shifts, widening 
socioeconomic gaps and digital divides, and an 
growing	desire	for	programmatic	flexibility	are	the	
library’s most pressing concerns today, but are all 
problems whose solutions were written into the 
foundation of  the institution. 
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As information technology, social trends, and 
community needs evolve, the internal functions of  
the library adapt: from the simple consolidation 
and storage of  books to the modern makerspace, 
the physical and organizational format of  the 
library	has	been	deeply	modified.	The	profession	
of  librarianship, too, has undergone major 
transformations due to changing societal needs, 
looking more towards social work than ever 
before.	Knowledge	acquisition	is	no	longer	an	
activity reliant exclusively on the book or the 
librarian—Google and other search engines 
provide access to speedy, up-to-date information 
at the click of  a button; conversations and 
collaborative work no longer depend solely on 
occupying the same physical space—Facebook 
and other social media platforms provide virtual 
space in which communications can occur; 
accessing books and other products doesn’t even 
require a brick-and-mortar location—Amazon 
can	fulfill	the	most	obscure	needs	overnight.	
 But it’s worth asking: what do we lose when 
we rely exclusively on virtual solutions? Maybe 
the spontaneity of  running into an old classmate 
at the grocery store, or asking a friendly stranger 
for directions in a new town, or stumbling across 
a neat book placed on the wrong shelf  are strong 
enough reasons to advocate the importance of  
physical spaces for collective inculcation and 
communication. 
 The root of  this issue, though, is not located in 
the false dichotomization of  physical space versus 
virtual space: instead, we should be focused on 

ComPeting with marKet ForCes

In a VIrtual Future

the corporate appropriation of  the narrative of  
spontaneity, adaptability, and accommodation. In 
a sense, the headquarters of  these giant corporate 
campuses in Silicon Valley are just well-funded 
versions of  what the modern library wants to be: 
with	open	office	plans,	non-hierarchical	seating	
arrangements,	flexible	spaces	for	impromptu	
meetings and get-togethers, 24-hour gym access, 
on-site cafeterias, nearby childcare services, and 
any other amenity that is needed by employees. 
These	services	are	proven	to	foster	flexibility,	
community, and creativity—but all in the name of  
corporate production. 
 Those social media platforms, too, aren’t as 
open, free, and spontaneous as they purport to be: 
the information shared on platforms like YouTube, 
Facebook, and Twitter is highly monitored, 
censored, and algorithmically-designed to 
individual viewers, but is often imagined 
(especially in America) as a truly public space for 
the exercising of  free speech. There’s a structural 
dishonesty that corporations commit when they 
co-opt the narratives actually foundational to the 
library; a deception that becomes conspicuous in 
the physical domain. 
  Conceiving every action as occurring within 
a matrix of  actors—state, market, and civic—is 
imperative in understanding the position of  
the library as a civic institution. In the United 
States, the form of  capitalism constructed by 
constitutional rights that ideologically rely on 
labor forms every inch of  progress made in this 
country—in other words, decisions are made 
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based	primarily	on	profitability.	This	idea	that	
individual labor equals worth is so ingrained in 
American culture that the “free to all” narrative 
espoused by the Carnegie library system can 
be co-opted by corporations without detection. 
But it is those actors—participating in the 
market or legislating from the position of  the 
state—that produce the conditions that make 
freedom desirable and necessary. The library 
model, although often tied to government bodies 
or corporations via funding structures, has 
historically acted as a civic institution and has 
evolved into an system that serves communities 
more	comprehensively	and	flexibly	than	the	state	
or market. 
 This ability to act in the interest of  people, 
not	profits,	relies	both	on	the	adaptability	of 	
an organizational structure as well as a physical 
space to act as an emblem in the city. Architects 
and designers can address these concerns of  
continuing the tradition of  libraries while 
separating them from the market and state, rather 
focusing	their	efforts	on	assisting	in	the	process	
of  institutionalization of  localized initiatives that 
need resources, a place of  congregation, and a 
centralized image that can propel their missions 
into an uncertain future where citizens must 
actively work outside the paradigm of  market and 
state. 
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Known	today	as	the	birthplace	of 	America	and	
a major node within the Northeast megalopolis, 
the City of  Philadelphia has a long history 
concerning issues like contested land ownership, 
utopian planning ideologies, and radical political 
undercurrents. These narrative threads are tied 
not only to the city, but can be extrapolated to the 
history of  the library and the country as a whole. 
It’s therefore appropriate to consider Philadelphia 
as a foundational archetype in the ideological 
premise of  democracy: a city built on concepts of  
freedom, symbolism, and unity. 
 In the early seventeenth century, European 
explorers began to survey and settle the Delaware 
Valley region, particularly at the mouth of  the 
Delaware River, which was inhabited by the 
indigenous Lenape and Iroquoian Susquehannock 
people. Early expeditions by the Spanish and 
Dutch were largely exploratory until Henry 
Hudson, of  the Dutch East India Company, 
travelled north of  the bay and claimed large 
portions of  the coastline for the Dutch in 1609. 
Their established colony, New Netherland, was 
founded upon the trading of  furs and other goods 
manufactured in other Dutch North American 
outposts. This commercial enterprise eventually 
spawned a competing operation sponsored by the 
Swedes in 1638, which was re-absorbed by the 
Dutch less than two decades later; this reunion 
of  economies expanded the trading networks to 
unite with the networks of  New Amsterdam, the 
Dutch administrative center in present-day New 
York City. But this growth was short-lived: the 

building PhysiCal and organizational Foundations
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Second Anglo-Dutch War over contested naval 
trade routes was terminated with the 1667 Treaty 
of  Breda, where control of  New Netherland was 
relinquished to the English. The hasty nature of  
negotiations,	though,	resulted	in	conflicting	claims	
of  territories amongst English land owners. 
 Meanwhile, religious persecution in England 
was intensifying. In a governing system that 
strictly imposed Anglicanism, Puritans’ and 
Quakers’ convictions about equality under God 
were incompatible with the monarchy, resulting 
in the oppression of  these subversive sects. One 
of  Quakerism’s most outspoken and foundational 
members was William Penn, a rebellious young 
aristocrat who frequently published pamphlets 
that lambasted the Catholic Church, the Church 
of  England, and the Puritans, all of  which, 
he alleged, were guilty of  worshipping icons, 
flaunting	wealth,	and	venerating	the	monarch.	
Penn was imprisoned multiple times as a result 
of  his insubordination, earning a bad reputation 
with authorities that was often extended to other 
Quakers—luckily, his father, Admiral Sir William 
Penn, Sr., who had been integral in colonial wars 
and reinstating the monarchy a few decades prior, 
was able to pay for his release and advocate a 
pardon. After the Admiral’s death, Penn was 
left with a sizeable inheritance that he used to 
purchase a large tract of  land in the New World 
along with a group of  leading Quakers in 1677, 
followed by another tract in 1682. This land, 
present-day New Jersey, was intended as a new 
settlement for Quakers, free from the religious 
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persecution of  the Church of  England and far 
from the hostility of  New England’s Puritans. 
In	an	effort	to	expand	the	Quaker	region,	Penn	
appealed	directly	to	King	Charles	II,	who	he	had	
previously disparaged in his writings. Surprisingly, 
due to perhaps political pressure or an inability 
to repay a debt owed to the late Admiral, the 
King	granted	Penn	over	forty-five	thousand	
square miles of  land just west of  New Jersey, 
thus engendering Penn’s “Holy Experiment:” 
Pennsylvania. 
 Upon his arrival in the New World and an 
agreement with the Lenape, William Penn began 
to draft and publish manifestos to found the 
province of  Pennsylvania—named after his father 
and the Latin term for forest. Penn’s charters 
were	largely	influenced	by	the	Magna	Carta	and	
the work of  Enlightenment thinker John Locke, 
establishing rights including freedom of  religion, 
the right to fair trial by jury, free elections, the 
rights to own property, free enterprise, and 
fair taxation, amongst many others. Perhaps a 
result of  his frequent imprisonment in his youth, 
Penn’s progressive stance on punishment favored 
correctional	labor	over	confinement;	meanwhile,	
his behavioral policies remained Puritanical, 
outlawing inebriation, swearing, gambling, 
and other “idle amusements.” His Framework 
of  Government proposed the revolutionary 
concept of  amendments to his own framework, 
thereby limiting his own power and making 
accommodations for evolving and dissenting 
political beliefs. But despite the tolerance and 
openness espoused by Penn’s policies, Quakers 
were slow to migrate from the Old World, 
inducing Penn to produce promotional materials 
for his new utopia. 
 In 1681, Penn commissioned a map of  “Some 
of  the South and East bounds of  Pennsylvania 
in America, being Partly Inhabited” to advertise 
the real estate opportunities available to investors. 
When analyzed as a piece of  propaganda, the 
map is seen to capture desirable aspects and 
gloss over the less pleasant ones: diverse species 
of 	trees	populate	the	land	“suggest[ing]	the	
land’s great fertility and commercial viability,” 
annotations imply the demolition of  a Native 

stronghold proving the region’s safety and stability, 
and the depiction of  lush coastlines suggesting 
the possibility of  a port-based economy. Only 
a few decades prior, the plague and the Great 
Fire	had	ravaged	London;	as	both	afflictions	
were exasperated by population density and 
disorderly building techniques, Penn imagined 
a city that would not be subject these threats 
through the establishment of  building regulations 
requiring setbacks. Properties for purchase were 
organized into three zones: city, country, or 
liberty	(a	contemporary	English	term	for	field,	
meaning agricultural land). Intrigued by the 
idea of  a garden city, Penn visualized an urban 
Quaker utopia, named Philadelphia—meaning 
‘brotherly love’— as “a green country town.” 
The promotional maps and articles distributed 
in multiple languages throughout Europe proved 
persuasive, particularly to Quakers and similarly 
persecuted minorities like the “Huguenots, 
Mennonites, Amish, Catholics, Lutherans, and 
Jews from England, France, Holland, Germany, 
Sweden, Finland, Ireland, and Wales” (Mann). 
 English surveyor Thomas Holme was 
appointed the Surveyor General of  Pennsylvania 
in 1682; alongside the intrepid Penn, he decided 
that the potential for commercial enterprises 
along the coasts was most prominent at the 
peninsula between the Delaware and Schuylkill 
rivers. In his 1683 “Portraiture of  the City of  
Philadelphia,” Holme arranged a rectilinear grid 
street network centered on one of  the narrowest 
points between the rivers. The east-west axis of  
Market Street was bisected by the north-south axis 
of  Broad Street; at this intersection, a large square 
marked the center of  the city. The centrality of  
the civic space echoes the placement of  the fora 
in Imperial Roman castrum plans, which were 
similarly arranged on gridded streets; whether or 
not this reference was intentional, the centrality 
of  an open space designated for the citizen and 
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surrounded by civic institutions symbolized 
the ideological power of  the citizen versus the 
authoritarian power of  the English monarchy. 
 Each quadrant in Holmes’s “Portraiture” 
formed by the two primary axes featured a large 
park—a secondary space reserved for the public. 
Modelled	after	London’s	popular	Moorfields,	
the parks were envisioned as open, landscaped 
anomalous spaces in the dense city for recreation 
and	meant	to	prevent	the	spread	of 	fire—a	clear	
concern of  Londoners. According to historian 
Elizabeth Milroy, these public greens were “quite 
unlike the monumental plazas envisioned by 
[London	architects],	or	the	commons	of 	colonial	
New England towns,” an appealing amenity 
for prospective buyers. But the four squares—
Logan, Washington, Rittenhouse, and Franklin—
remained undeveloped for another century: due 
to funding disputes and slow development of  the 
city around these parks, they served as pastures 
for	grazing	livestock,	military	drill	fields	in	times	
of 	conflict,	unofficial	burial	grounds,	and	more.	
The	two	easternmost	squares	were	the	first	to	be	
landscaped in conjunction with development in 
present-day Old City. 
 The dimensions and arrangement of  
residential lots plotted by Holmes and Penn 
in the gridded network were another means 
of  incorporating landscaping into the urban 
fabric.	Relatively	skinny,	deep	parcels	offered	
to prospective buyers were easy to lay out and 
numbered sequentially, allowing newcomers to 
purchase a single lot or a set based on a common 
module. An amateur horticulturalist since his 
childhood living in a country town outside 
London, Penn imagined Philadelphia functioning 
as	a	city	while	offering	all	the	benefits	of 	rural	
living; as such, houses were to be centered on 
the	lots	to	protect	against	the	spread	of 	fire	and	
to leave room for a garden or orchard on either 
side of  the house. Parcels featured front and 
back access, thanks to a hierarchical network 
of  streets that allowed for clear distinctions 
between the public and domestic spheres. The 
grid pattern slowly worked its way to the banks 
of  the Schuylkill River on the western edge of  
the city; to accommodate the city’s growth, streets 
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Portraiture of the city of PhiladelPhia (1683), by thomas 
holme, surveyor general oF PhiladelPhia
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were extended north and south, for the most part 
sticking to Holmes’ and Penn’s gridded plan. 
 Penn’s aspirations of  a tolerant, egalitarian 
haven for Quakers and other persecuted 
minorities was expressed both in foundational 
policies and urban form. Thanks to his 
insurrectionist youth, anti-monarchical political 
alliances,	persuasive	journalistic	proficiency,	
and an entrepreneurial spirit, Penn successfully 
leveraged his father’s connections to form a 
society founded upon reactions to the English 
monarchical system. The utopian concepts of  
freedom, equality, regularity, and individualism 
that	Penn	codified	in	Philadelphia’s	sociopolitical	
and urban fabrics laid important groundwork in 
establishing an ideological foundation upon which 
American democracy—and the library—would 
emerge. 
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By the turn of  the eighteenth century, 
Philadelphia was home to over 2,500 inhabitants, 
many of  whom were formerly-persecuted 
immigrants attracted to the city’s emerging 
port industry. Despite the region’s basic tenet 
of  religious tolerance, the density and diversity 
of  religious and ethnic groups precipitated 
tensions that often erupted into violent riots; to 
make	things	worse,	government	officials	were	
largely	ineffective	at	enforcing	laws	and	enacting	
legislature to provide social services badly needed 
by the quickly growing city. Inklings of  rebellion 
underpinned many aspects of  society, creating an 
atmosphere apt for the forthcoming revolution. 
 Philadelphia’s “Bloody Election” of  1742 
marks a palpable shift in the overall ether of  
the colonies. As Quaker political dominance 
was increasingly contested by the Anglican 
Proprietary party, both factions sought allies 
within the city’s diverse immigrant pool. 
Quakerism naturally aligned with unpopular 
German	pacifists,	who	were	the	fastest-growing	
ethnic group in the region, particularly in 
agricultural areas surrounding the city proper. 
The Proprietary party sought alliances with the 
Dutch, another unpopular group. Election law 
at the time was unfair and enabled the party in 
power, the Quakers, to literally obstruct votes 
from	being	counted;	to	level	the	playing	field,	
Anglican party leader William Allen hired troves 
of  sailors to harass and barricade German 
voters. Riots ensued as the Dutch and Germans 
fought back, culminating in Allen’s unjust trial. 

enlightenment-esque PolitiCal rebellion

huB For reVolutIon

Historian Gary B. Nash emphasizes that the 
violence stemming from political corruption 
planted seeds of  revolution integral in forming 
societal ideas about governmental power: “This 
transformation involved quiescent lower-class 
elements; the organization of  political clubs, 
caucuses, and tickets; the employment of  political 
literature	and	inflammatory	political	rhetoric	as	
never before; the involvement of  the clergy and 
churches in politics; and the organization of  mobs 
and violence for political purposes” (Nash). To 
discourage	future	rioting,	city	officials	clarified	and	
codified	election	procedures.	
 Despite attempts to eradicate corruption and 
implement fair policies, the city’s government 
remained	largely	ineffectual	as	the	population	
swelled tenfold since the turn of  the century. 
Instead, private citizens became remarkably 
instrumental in the development of  Philadelphia’s 
cultural landscape, championing public interests 
and establishing institutions that would endure 
to	this	day.	One	such	resident	was	the	affluent	
bibliophile James Logan, who had served as 
William Penn’s secretary in 1699. The Irish-born 
Quaker was well-educated and held a variety 
of 	political	offices	upon	his	arrival	in	the	New	
World, including Mayor of  Philadelphia in 1722 
and Governor of  Pennsylvania from 1736 to 
1738. Involved with fur trading and politics, he 
eventually amassed an enormous fortune which 
he spent almost exclusively on the cultivation of  
his personal library. At its height, his collection 
contained over 3,000 volumes of  diverse literary 
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works, with subjects ranging from ecclesiastical 
history, philosophy, poetry, geography, medicine, 
law, travel, and many more. Logan’s bibliophilic 
tendencies caught the attention of  a young 
Benjamin Franklin, a prominent writer and 
printer who was interested in, amongst many 
other subjects, political theory, philosophy, and 
freedom of  speech. 
 Benjamin Franklin is indisputably one of  
the	most	famous	and	influential	figures	in	the	
establishment of  many core American democratic 
principles.	At	just	fifteen,	he	contributed	content	
to his older brother’s newspaper The New-
England	Courant—the	first	truly	independent	
newspaper in colonial America—under the pen 
name Silence Dogood, espousing the virtues 
of  free speech and intellectual discourse. After 
the Courant’s censor a few years later, Franklin 
arrived in Philadelphia with the intention of  
establishing another newspaper; to obtain funding, 
he traveled to England and discovered the English 
coffeehouses	where	Enlightenment	thinkers	would	
congregate. Inspired by this alternative forum 
for	the	pedagogical	pontification	of 	political	
engagement, Franklin returned to Philadelphia 
and organized a group of  “like minded aspiring 
artisans and tradesmen who hoped to improve 
themselves while they improved their community,” 
called the Junto. The social group consisted 
of  twelve well-educated Philadelphia-based 
professionals, including businessmen, shoemakers, 
mathematicians, surveyors, cabinetmakers, 
gentlemen, bartenders, and more. Every Friday 
evening, the group, guided by Franklin, would 
discuss a range of  topics framed by a list of  
twenty-four questions:

 1. Have you met with anything in 
 the author you last read, remarkable, 
 or suitable to be communicated to the 
 Junto? Particularly in history, morality, 
 poetry, physics, travels, mechanic arts, 
 or other parts of  knowledge?
 2. What new story have you lately 
 heard agreeable for telling in 
 conversation?
 3. Has any citizen in your knowledge   
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 failed in his business lately, and what   
 have you heard of  the cause?
 4. Have you lately heard of  any    
 citizen’s thriving well, and by what   
 means?
 5. Have you lately heard how any   
 present rich man, here or elsewhere,   
 got his estate?
 6. Do you know of  any fellow citizen,   
 who has lately done a worthy action,   
 deserving praise and imitation? Or   
 who has committed an error proper   
 for us to be warned against and avoid?
	 7.	What	unhappy	effects	of 	
 intemperance have you lately
 observed or heard? Of  imprudence? 
 Of  passion? Or of  any other vice or 
 folly?
	 8.	What	happy	effects	of 	temperance?	
 Of  prudence? Of  moderation? Or of  
 any other virtue?
 9. Have you or any of  your 
 acquaintance been lately sick or 
 wounded? If  so, what remedies were 
	 used,	and	what	were	their	effects?
 10. Who do you know that are shortly 
	 going	[on]	voyages	or	journeys,	if 	one	
 should have occasion to send by them?
 11. Do you think of  anything at 
 present, in which the Junto may be 
 serviceable to mankind? To their 
 country, to their friends, or to 
 themselves?
 12. Hath any deserving stranger 
 arrived in town since last meeting, 
 that you heard of ? And what have 
 you heard or observed of  his character 
 or merits? and whether think you, it 
 lies in the power of  the Junto to oblige 
 him, or encourage him as he deserves?
 13. Do you know of  any deserving 
 young beginner lately set up, whom it 
 lies in the power of  the Junto any way 
 to encourage?
 14. Have you lately observed any 
 defect in the laws, of  which it would 
 be proper to move the legislature an 

 amendment? Or do you know of  any 
	 beneficial	law	that	is	wanting?
 15. Have you lately observed any 
 encroachment on the just liberties of  
 the people?
 16. Hath anybody attacked your 
 reputation lately? And what can the 
 Junto do towards securing it?
 17. Is there any man whose friendship 
 you want, and which the Junto, or any 
 of  them, can procure for you?
 18. Have you lately heard any 
 member’s character attacked, and 
 how have you defended it?
 19. Hath any man injured you, from 
 whom it is in the power of  the Junto to 
 procure redress?
 20. In what manner can the Junto, or 
 any of  them, assist you in any of  your 
 honourable designs?
	 21.	Have	you	any	weighty	affair	in	
 hand, in which you think the advice 
 of  the Junto may be of  service?
	 22.	What	benefits	have	you	lately	
 received from any man not present?
	 23.	Is	there	any	difficulty	in	matters	
 of  opinion, of  justice, and injustice, 
 which you would gladly have discussed 
 at this time?
 24. Do you see anything amiss in the 
 present customs or proceedings of  the 
 Junto, which might be amended?

From	these	discussions,	some	of 	America’s	first	
institutions and civic services were formed, 
including	a	volunteer	firefighting	company,	an	
academy which eventually became the University 
of 	Pennsylvania,	the	first	homeowner’s	insurance	
company	and	the	first	hospital	in	the	New	World,	
and more. 
 The Junto members’ conversations relied 
heavily	on	the	diversity	of 	perspectives	offered	
by the various represented professions paired 
with their well-stocked personal libraries that 
supported debates with factual evidence, worldly 
ties, and inspirational examples. But shipping 
books individually from Europe was costly and 
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slow, and members often lugged small collections 
of  books with them to each meeting for reference. 
In 1731, it was decided that the members would 
consolidate their collections at one location. 
According to Franklin:

 “A proposition was made by me that 
 since our books were often referr’d to 
 in our disquisitions upon the inquiries, 
 it might be convenient for us to have 
 them altogether where we met, that 
 upon occasion they might be 
 consulted; and by thus clubbing our 
 books to a common library, we should, 
 while we lik’d to keep them together, 
 have each of  us the advantage of  
 using the books of  all the other 
 members, which would be nearly as 
	 beneficial	as	if 	each	owned	the	
 whole.” 

The collection of  books continued to grow, but 
still not at a pace adequate for the Junto members’ 
voracious literary appetites. To expand the 
collection	without	further	financial	investment,	
Franklin proposed a subscription library model, 
a concept only just gaining traction in Britain in 
the eighteenth century. This trust-based model 
for	the	sharing	of 	information	was	a	significant	
departure from the fundamental notion of  book 
storage in operation throughout the rest of  the 
world; although the library of  the Junto remained 
exclusionary of  many, the idea that people could 
pay	a	low,	flat	fee	to	gain	membership	to	a	system	
reliant on cooperation between those individuals 
was relatively revolutionary. This structural 
modification	demonstrates	Franklin’s	belief 	in	
the power of  the dissemination and the amicable 
exchange of  knowledge as a means of  bettering 
individuals and society simultaneously. The Junto’s 
library was eventually opened to non-members, 
who were able to borrow books by lending money 
to cover the book’s cost on an individual basis. 
 Logan, considered the “best Judge of  Books in 
these parts,” was asked to curate the selection of  
books that would become the Library Company 
of 	Philadelphia,	at	first	housed	in	a	few	small	

rooms in the west wing of  the Pennsylvania 
State House, or Independence Hall. The earliest 
known record of  the collection dates from 1741 
and provides a glimpse at the members’ interests: 
unlike many other libraries, only a tenth of  the 
collection was theological; a third of  the collection 
consisted of  historical accounts, followed by 
poetry, plays, and material on the natural sciences. 
This secular departure from the typical collection 
implies that the priorities of  members were largely 
outside the institutions of  the Old World. Upon 
his death in 1751, Logan’s personal collection was 
opened to the public in a building he dubbed The 
Loganian Library, which eventually merged with 
the Library Company in 1792. 
	 Affluent	intellectuals	from	outside	Philadelphia	
were	solicited	for	financial	and	book	donations.	As	
a result of  this diverse patronage, the collection 
eventually grew to incorporate artifacts and 
other curiosities alongside its books, including 
paintings, fossils and mineral specimens, 
Roman coins, maps, and more. This practice of  
accumulating both books and objects was typical 
for	an	Enlightenment-era	library,	influenced	
by the extent of  colonial explorations and the 
value subsequently placed on the observation of  
atypical, unknown curiosities. Best distilled in 
the cabinets of  curiosities, or Wunderkammer, 
of  European aristocrats, the decontextualized 
scrutinization of  found, stolen, or manufactured 
artifacts implied the global-scale power and 
intellectual worldliness of  the owner. This method 
of  studying objects without context also shaped 
the conception of  objectivity and truth, limiting 
the scope of  examinations to only exceptional 
objects. But the library model allowed these values 
to be shared—according to existing records, 
apparatuses like microscopes and telescopes 
were regularly lent to members for experiments 
and observation. To borrow the eloquence of  
the Library Company’s current historian, “the 
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contribution of  each created the book capital of  
all.”
 The sphere of  knowledge in Philadelphia 
wasn’t the only thing expanding—as of  1773, 
the Library Company’s collection had outgrown 
its quarters, relocating to a single room in the 
newly-constructed Carpenter’s Company hall. 
Built by Scottish-American architect Robert 
Smith, the architectural design was heavily 
influenced	by	the	work	of 	Italian	Renaissance	
architect Andrea Palladio. Featuring geometric 
regularity and conscious references to the Doric 
order characteristic of  the Georgian period, the 
building is arranged on a central axis and features 
a tiny cupola at the intersection of  the two roof  
pitches, emphasizing the uniformity of  the Greek 
cross plan. The building served as a meeting 
place for the carpenters’ guild and other groups 
who would rent the space—including the First 
Continental Congress of  the United Colonies 
of  North America in 1774 and select sessions of  
the Second Continental Congress in 1775-1776 
(during which the Declaration of  Independence 
was signed) and the Constitutional Convention 
in 1787. The members of  Congress was allowed 
access to the library’s collection during these 
important	assemblies,	serving	as	the	first	iteration	
of  the Library of  Congress, which would open 
in Washington, D.C. in 1800. Undoubtedly, the 
contents of  the Library Company’s collection 
were integral to the framing of  the Constitution, 
the Bill of  Rights, and the Declaration of  
Independence, as well as other revolutionary 
pamphlets and publications like Thomas Paine’s 
Common Sense. 
 Following the Revolutionary War, the unstable 
economy of  the new country sparked political 
tensions, particularly at the state level. States held 
the	largest	war	debts	and	inflation	was	a	growing	
issue for cities, which perhaps led the newly-
appointed Secretary of  the Treasury, Alexander 

Hamilton, to a federal-level policy solution. The 
primary issue Hamilton faced was the federal 
government’s repayment of  state wartime debts, 
a proposition viewed by many as unfeasible and 
unlikely. But Hamilton insisted that states be 
repaid through a system of  bonds, an act which 
greatly	improved	the	fledgling	government’s	
perceived strength and commitment to justice. 
Part of  this process of  legitimatization involved 
the organization and construction of  the First 
Bank of  the United States, one of  many buildings 
constructed around Philadelphia’s Independence 
Hall housing new and old institutions. For 
many, this area of  Philadelphia represented the 
physical and ideological epicenter of  America—a 
legitimacy lent by architecture. 
	 Significantly,	one	parcel	in	the	developing	
institutional area around Independence Hall 
was purchased by the Library Company in 1789 
to establish the collection’s permanent status. 
To further enforce the ideas of  egalitarianism 
and industriousness espoused in the political 
atmosphere, the board decided to host a 
competition for the architectural design; this 
method proved appropriate when the commission 
was awarded to a completely unknown and 
untested Dr. William Thornton, who had 
previously practiced medicine and painting. 
Called Library Hall, the building again borrowed 
heavily from Palladio’s geometric regularity 
and the neighboring institutions’ materiality. 
Articulated by white ionic pilasters and a richly 
ornamented pediment, the red brick structure 
is topped by a balustraded roof  that features 
{{{amphoras}}} to accentuate the building’s 
five-part	form	and	symmetricality.	The	entrance,	
accessible	by	two	cascading	staircases,	is	flanked	
by half-scale Corinthian columns in a fairly typical 
Georgian-era non-structural pediment. On the 
second level, the central section does not have a 
window, but instead features a marble statue of  
a toga-clad Benjamin Franklin standing in an 
arched niche. The statue, donated by politician 
William Bingham and sculpted by Francesco 
Lazzarini, seems to stand guard over the library, 
welcoming—but surveilling—all who enter. Those 
who did enter were more diverse than ever before: 
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membership was opened to the carpenters and 
bricklayers who had labored in the construction 
of  the new library. The library’s book and object 
collection continued to grow in its new, permanent 
home for nearly a century, attaining acclaim 
as	one	of 	the	five	great	libraries	in	the	United	
States in the company of  the Harvard University 
Library, the Yale University Library, the Library 
of  Congress, and the Boston Athenæum. 
 This long period of  growth—for the Library 
Company and Philadelphia—established the city 
as an example of  successful rebellion. By 1800, the 
newly-constructed Washington, D.C. housed the 
federal government, but Philadelphia continued 
to serve as one of  the nation’s strongest economies 
and cultural centers. But this era of  prosperity in 
Philadelphia wouldn’t extend to the longevity of  
the Library Company for long. 
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Towards the middle of  the nineteenth century, 
Philadelphia	was	experiencing	the	effects	of 	
rapid industrialization, with transportation 
modernization, infrastructural innovation, and 
evolving business structures; by the end of  the 
Civil War, the city consolidated fast-growing 
regions around Center City. The Library 
Company enjoyed a period of  steady growth, 
with membership increasing and the donation of  
wealthy citizens’ collections perpetually expanding 
the collection of  books, maps, and other rare 
artifacts. 
 Any semblance of  permanence and 
steadfastness was shattered in 1869, when the 
wealthy son of  one of  the Library Company’s 
original board members bequeathed his 
fortunes to the institution. Dr. James Rush had 
accumulated both the wealth of  his father, a 
signatory of  the Declaration and celebrated 
psychiatric doctor Benjamin Rush, plus the 
fortunes of  his late wife’s father, the shipping 
merchant Jacob Ridgway. 
 Citing a lifelong passion for reading, Rush’s 
will conferred his massive fortune to the Director 
of  the Library Company, Henry J. Williams, 
who happened to be his brother-in-law. In his 
will, he explicitly expressed his desire for the 
construction of  a new library, with an assortment 
of  stipulations regarding siting, materiality, scale, 
and program:

 “In trust, to select and purchase a lot 
 of  ground not less than one hundred 

viCtorian sensibility and evolving needs

eCleCtICIsm, eCCentrICty, & deClIne

	 and	fifty	feet	square,	situate	between	
 Fourth and Fifteenth and Spruce and 
 Race Streets, in the city of  
 Philadelphia, and thereon to erect a 
	 fire-proof 	building	sufficiently	large	
 to accommodate and contain all 
 the books of  the Library Company of  
 Philadelphia (whose library is now at 
 the corner of  Fifth and Library 
 Street), and to provide for its future 
 extension according to plans, 
	 directions,	and	specifications	which	
 I shall hereafter make or give; but 
 if  I should not make or leave any such 
	 plans,	directions,	or	specifications,	
 then to erect the same according to 
	 [Williams’]	best	judgement	and	to	the	
 views which I have expressed to him. 
 It is my wish that this building should 
 be exceedingly substantial, completely 
	 fire-proof,	without	any	large,	lofty,	or	
 merely ornamental halls or lecture-  
 rooms; the whole interior to be divided 
 in such a way to contain the greatest 
 number of  books, to be well lighted, 
 and so arranged as to be easy and 
 convenient access.” 

In Rush’s initial set of  requests, he seems to be 
reacting	specifically	to	the	1851	fire	in	the	Library	
of  Congress, responsible for the destruction of  
about sixty percent of  the collection curated by 
Thomas	Jefferson.	Presumably	paranoid	about	
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the	possibility	of 	the	Library	Company	suffering	
a similar fate, Rush prescribed a primary program 
of  preservation. But that wasn’t the end, or the 
most detailed, of  his instructions, which dictated: 

 “First, that the said Library Company 
 shall not cause, allow, or permit any 
 lectures, public orations, or oral 
 addresses or exhibitions of  any kind 
 to be delivered, given, or to take 
 place on the said lot of  ground, or in 
 the said building; nor shall they cause, 
 allow, or permit the formation of  any 
 museum, cabinet, gallery, or collection 
 of  natural history, statuary, sculpture, 
 portraits, or paintings thereon or 
 therein, nor shall they use, apply, 
 or expend any funds, derived from 
 me, or under my will or any codicil 
 thereto, in procuring or defraying 
 the expenses of  any such lectures 
 or exhibitions, public orations, or 
 oral addresses, or in the establishment 
 or support of  or for additions to 
 any such museum, cabinet, gallery, 
 or collection, painting, or portraits 
 (and especially that of  the testator) 
 on the said lot and in the said building 
 or elsewhere. 
  These are objects foreign to and 
 inconsistent with the legitimate 
 purposes of  a public library, and it is 
 only for the preservation, extension, 
 and free and convenient use of  such a 
 library, without any ambitious or 
 pretentious display, that it is desired to 
 make provision.” 

Frustratingly, Rush’s claim that the true purpose 
of  the library does not include exhibition, display, 
congregation, or performance is remarkably 
dissimilar to the Library Company’s initial 
conception. Frankly, these demands were 
inherently antithetical to the organizational 
framework proposed only a generation prior by 
Benjamin Franklin. The Junto was founded upon 
the belief  that the library was to be supplemental 

to the act of  congregation, supporting the 
exchange of  information with accessible 
references. Perhaps Rush was unaware of  this 
foundational ideology—although this seems 
unlikely, as his father was an early member of  the 
Library Company board—probably, Rush was 
influenced	more	by	the	rigid	cultural	expectations	
that governed Victorian society. 
 To add to the long and absurd list of  
instructions, Williams claimed that, on his death 
bed, Rush had revealed his vision for the site of  
the library, near where he had recently purchased 
land. On top of  the conservative programming 
requests, the location Rush desired—at the 
intersection of  South Broad Street and Christian 
Street—precipitated antagonism from the board. 
At the time, this area of  South Philadelphia was 
largely undeveloped and sparsely inhabited by 
farmers and the working class. Clearly, this out-
of-the-way, undesirable site would discourage 
visitors to the library, reiterating Rush’s desire for 
the cloistered preservation of  books as objects. 
The disagreements and controversy surrounding 
the seriousness of  Rush’s will reached the 
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, which ruled that 
Rush’s	final	wishes	had	to	be	realized.	The	Library	
Company begrudgingly complied, commissioning 
prominent Pennsylvanian architect Addison 
Hutton in 1873 to design what later critics would 
deem “the book prison.” 
 Hutton, a Quaker architect who was expelled 
from the American Institute of  Architects  for  
submitting a design in a rigged competition, was 
quite accomplished; before he was commissioned 
to design the new home of  the Library Company, 
his designs for residences, churches, county 
courthouses, hospitals, and other institutions were 
dispersed throughout the state of  Pennsylvania. 
As was the style in the late 1860s, Hutton built 
primarily in Revivalist styles, particularly in 
Queen Anne style for residences, Gothic Revival 
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for churches, and Italianate for institutions; 
interestingly, these diverse styles almost 
always incorporated traces of  Richardsonian 
Romanesque,	probably	influenced	by	Hutton’s	
childhood in southwestern Pennsylvania. 
	 The	eclectic	architectural	influences	
characteristic of  the Victorian era were primarily 
a reaction to the widespread decline of  Greek 
Revivalism, which had largely fallen out of  
favor in the United States by 1860. The era of  
veneration of  Ancient Greece was the result 
of  contemporary archaeological investigations 
aligning with the ideologies of  the Age of  
Enlightenment, which criticized ecclesiastical 
hierarchies and excessive ornamentation. 
Imagined as a manifestation of  Greek political 
theories, the common interpretation of  
Greek Revivalist architecture was of  strength, 
permanence, and nationalistic pride. Despite the 
anachronism, Hutton convinced the board of  
the Library Company that these virtues aligned 
with Dr. Rush’s stipulations: the new library 
would serve as an emblem of  democratic ideals 
on its exterior while simultaneously protecting 
the	collection	from	destructive	fire	and	outsider	
ogling. The Ridgway Library, named for Dr. 
Rush’s father-in-law, would be the last great Greek 
Revival building: a relic before it was even used. 
 Hutton borrowed explicitly from the 
Parthenon, with the central portico of  the building 
sharing similar proportions for the colonnade 
and entablature, plus two wings that halve those 
proportions. The Doric order columns lack a 
base and feature ribbed shafts and simple capital, 
meeting a relatively unembellished architrave. 
Unlike on the Parthenon, the metope of  the 
Ridgway Library is unadorned; instead of  a frieze 
depicting a story, rough-hewn stone is interspersed 
between the triglyphs. The tympanum, the 
triangular piece within the pediment, features 
an understated stone relief  with stylized foliage 
and coiled branches. The plinth upon which 
the library sits is exaggerated in height and the 
building is set back from the street edges by over 
a hundred feet, clearly articulating Rush’s desire 
for privacy and protection from the public realm. 
The anachronistic, fortress-like architecture and 

remote location of  the new Ridgway Library 
warranted substantial disapproval from the 
library’s members, with a little under seventy 
percent either apathetic or not supportive of  the 
library’s relocation. 
 Before the Ridgway Library had even opened 
its uninviting doors, three prominent members 
of  the library—Henry Wharton, William Henry 
Rawle, and John S. Newbold—had commissioned 
the	prolific	Philadelphian	architect	Frank	Furness	
to draft plans for a new, more centralized and 
accessible library. This library, located at the 
Juniper and Locust Street in Center City, was 
opened in 1880—less than a decade after the 
construction of  Hutton’s Ridgway Library, which 
was subsequently used as storage to supplement 
the new library’s rotating collection of  popular 
and modern works. The new building was 
designed in Furness’s distinctly unconventional, 
eclectic style: in place of  Hutton’s explicit historic 
references, Furness used brick and rusticated 
stonework to contrast the contemporary industrial 
age materials of  steel and iron. According to 
Louis Sullivan, one of  his students who would 
later become one of  America’s most acclaimed 
architects, Furness “made buildings out of  
his	head.”	It’s	unclear	if 	the	influence	was	
intentional, but Furness’s library was referential 
to two of  the Library Company’s earlier homes, 
Carpenter’s Hall and Library Hall: accessible by 
two curved staircases, the central entryway was 
flanked	by	pilasters	that	support	a	small	balcony	
to mark the opening. The main three-bay form 
featured arched windows on the second level and 
Corinthian pilasters supporting a heavy pediment, 
broken by a small niche that held a statue of  an 
unknown identity. The two side wings were topped 
by typical Queen Anne style brick chimneys, 
decorated by their undulating brick structures. 
The library’s interior reading rooms were divided 
by gender to accommodate an increasingly female 
membership;	around	this	time,	the	first	female	
librarian of  the Library Company was hired to 
attend exclusively to the needs of  the Women’s 
Room. 
	 The	expansion	of 	the	user	base	was	reflective	
of  a gradual cultural shift: as university libraries, 
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The former Ridgway Library on S. Broad Street

mechanics’ libraries, and free public libraries 
became more widespread, women played a larger 
role in library advocacy. Across the state, Andrew 
Carnegie was embarking on a nationally-scaled 
effort	to	provide	his	patronage	for	libraries.	
As a result of  this changing conception of  the 
private subscription library and a physically 
fragmented collection, membership of  the Library 
Company began to decline and the rate of  loans 
to nonmembers—who paid fees per book—
increased.	The	first	record	of 	membership	decline	
came	in	1895;	the	first	inklings	of 	financial	tension	
were described to shareholders in 1903; and when 
the Great Depression hit in 1929, the Library 
Company’s	finances	were	in	such	dire	condition	
that it was suggested to sell the newer Furness 
building. In a last-ditch attempt to reinforce the 
Library’s operational status, a Carnegie grant 
organized by the Works Progress Administration 
allowed the re-cataloging of  both halves of  the 
collection, but was unsuccessful in accurately 
accounting for the library’s breadth of  resources. 
In 1939, a unanimous decision to demolish the 
Furness library building and relocate back to 
the Ridgway Library’s basement precipitated a 
reorientation of  the Library Company’s mission 
statement from book circulation to research 
institution. 
 Meanwhile, working class, immigrant, and 
other non-aristocratic Philadelphians were 
subjected to a period of  political and social unrest: 
corruption in the city government, tensions 
between growing immigrant groups, and the 
ubiquity of  organized crime sullied the city’s 
reputation, accelerating a gradual population 
shift away from the urban center and out towards 
the city’s suburbs. Hawthorne, the neighborhood 
within which the Ridgway Library was located, 
was	particularly	affected	by	lawlessness	and	crime	
as South Philadelphia was plunged into poverty. 
 In 1943, the Free Library of  Philadelphia 
joined the Library Company in the Ridgway 
building in an attempt to pull the resources of  
both	floundering	institutions;	important	pieces	
of  the Library Company’s collection were slowly 
entrusted to the Free Library during the war 
as income declined. The building itself  was 

crumbling; the fortress intended to protect books 
from	fire	and	moisture	was	now	deemed	a	fire	trap	
and leaked incessantly. A rare uptick in earnings 
in 1952 prompted a quick decision to relocate and 
reconsider the objective of  the library’s collection. 
Expert librarian consultants recommended 
that the Library Company embrace its robust 
collection of  scholarly research centered around 
American history and culture, and in 1960, 
the	library	finally	determined	to	sell	Hutton’s	
Ridgway Library and relocate to a site in Center 
City, ironically sandwiched between Hutton’s 
building for the Historical Society of  Philadelphia 
and a Furness-designed brownstone. 
 The arduous culling and moving of  the 
Library Company’s collection was completed in 
1966. Its new building, also called the Ridgway 
Library (heretofore referred to as the New 
Ridgway Library to avoid confusion), is relatively 
non-descript architecturally: three arched bays, 
filled	with	brick	inlays,	few	windows,	and	an	
exaggerated fabric awning obscure the non-
circulating collection. The top of  the three arches 
filter	some	overhead	light	into	the	lobby	space,	
but	on	the	upper	floors,	tiny	windows	between	
closed	stacks	offer	minimal	daylighting.	Though	
centrally located in Philadelphia once more, the 
library’s architecture seems to have retained an 
attitude of  preservation and privacy that was once 
so controversial. 
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Images of  the interior of  the former Ridgway 
Library and the elevation on S Broad Street
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Frank Furness’s design for the Library Company 
of  Philadelphia
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Images	of 	the	final	version	of 	the	Ridgway	
Library and a still from the movie “12 Monkeys” 
depicting the downfall of  the former Ridgway 
Library on S. Broad Street
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Today, the New Ridgway Library remains a 
prominent research institution, housing an 
extensive collection of  intellectual heritage from 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and the nation. 
 The former Ridgway Library, after a few 
decades of  abandonment and disrepair, now 
holds the Philadelphia High School for Creative 
and Performing Arts, a magnet school that has 
contributed	to	a	slow	process	of 	gentrification	of 	
the surrounding neighborhood. 
 Furness’s library at Juniper and Locust was 
demolished sometime in the early twentieth 
century and replaced by a parking garage, which 
eventually generated enough income for the 
Library Company to relocate from the decaying 
former Ridgway Library in 1960. 
 Thornton’s Library Hall, located next to 
Independence Hall, was demolished in 1887, 
but rebuilt in the same style as the original 
design by the American Philosophical Society—
another	offshoot	of 	Benjamin	Franklin’s	Junto	
club—in 1958 as part of  the construction of  the 
Independence National Historic Park. 
 Carpenter’s Hall is still owned today by the 
Carpenters’ Company of  the City and County of  
Philadelphia and also sits within the Independence 
National Historic Park. 
 Intrinsically tied to the rebellious formation of  
American democracy and the utopian ideologies 
that constructed Philadelphia, the Library 
Company of  Philadelphia is an institution with a 
history that should be conceived as touchstone of  
American urban zeitgeists. Both the architectural 

the Fate oF eaCh iteration oF the library ComPany

epIlogue

and organizational forms of  the Library Company 
have,	over	time,	reflected	evolving	sociopolitical	
relations between aristocrat and working classes, 
public and private, stoicism and eccentricity, 
authority and rebellion, decorum and informality, 
and much more; seemingly antipodal concepts 
that	continue	to	define	the	American	democratic	
cityscape. 
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HAWTHORNE AND 
SOUTH PHILADELPHIA

DEVELOPMENT AND DISENFRANCHISEMENT



The progressive utopian haven of  Philadelphia 
envisioned by Quaker William Penn in 1677 was 
slow to start. Expansion from the original areas 
of  settlement on the Delaware River took nearly 
two centuries to eventuate; as a result, the main 
story of  the South Philadelphian neighborhood 
of  Hawthorne, the object of  study here, is largely 
restricted to the later nineteenth century and 
beyond. But why was development so constrained 
to the original grid plan? How did Hawthorne, 
despite its proximity to Center City, avoid the 
ritzy development that transformed the city at 
the turn of  the twentieth century? To answer 
these questions, a deeper dive into Philadelphia’s 
patterns of  development, beginning with Penn’s 
first	conceptualizations	of 	his	“Holy	Experiment.”
 After acquiring land in the New World, 
Penn commissioned English surveyor Thomas 
Holme to lay out a new city, named for “brotherly 
love,” somewhere along the already prosperous 
Delaware River trade routes. The two intrepid 
men determined that two ports were better than 
one, therefore centering their proposed city 
at the narrowest point between the Delaware 
and Schuylkill Rivers. In his 1683 “Portraiture 
of  the City of  Philadelphia,” Holme arranged 
a rectilinear grid street network, bounded by 
the rivers on the east and west and able to 
accommodate future expansions to the north 
and south. An avid horticulturalist and advocate 
for	fireproof 	cities,	Penn	conceived	of 	his	new	
city as a green country town, a clear departure 
from	the	crowded,	dirty,	and	fire-prone	urban	

early urban Patterns oF south PhiladelPhia

deVelopment and settlement

centers throughout Europe. The dimensions and 
arrangement of  residential lots plotted by Holmes 
and	Penn	were	carefully	specified:	relatively	
skinny,	deep	parcels	offered	to	prospective	buyers	
were easy to lay out and numbered sequentially, 
allowing newcomers to purchase a single lot of  
a set based on a common module. Houses were 
to be centered on the lots to protect against the 
spread	of 	fire	and	to	leave	for	a	garden	or	orchard	
on either side of  the house. Parcels featured front 
and back access, thanks to a hierarchical network 
of  streets that allowed for clear distinctions 
between the public and domestic spheres. 
Modelled	after	London’s	popular	Moorfields,	the	
parks were envisioned as open, landscaped spaces 
in the dense city for recreation. A central square 
marked the intersection of  the primary axes—
Broad Street in the north-south direction and 
Market Street in the east-west. Beyond the grid’s 
arbitrary	limits	lie	forests	and	cleared	fields	ripe	
for future development, since Penn and Holme 
expected the city to attract many immigrants. 
 But, for nearly two more centuries, 
Philadelphia	would	not	even	fill	up	the	original	
grid. Penn commissioned a map of  “Some of  
the South and East bounds of  Pennsylvania in 
America, being Partly Inhabited” in an attempt 
to advertise the real estate opportunities available 
to investors—really, the map was a piece of  
propaganda, meant to gloss over issues like the 
continued presence of  natives and exaggerate 
reassuring aspects like the prevalence of  natural 
vegetation and port-based economic opportunity. 
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Portraiture of the city of PhiladelPhia (1683), by thomas 
holme, surveyor general oF PhiladelPhia



Some of the South and eaSt boundS of PennSylvania in america, 
being Partly inhabited (1681)
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Immigration Station along S. Broad Street, 
painting of  Lazaretto, Quarantine Hospital for 
Entry to Philadelphia, by T.L. Carnea (1840), 
photo of  Irish Immigrants in America, date 
unknown, and image of  Jewish neighborhood in 
South Philadelphia, date unknown

Paired with Penn’s infamy amongst the English 
aristocracy for espousing strong Quaker views in 
direct opposition to the monarchy and his lengthy 
charters establishing many uncommon rights 
including freedom of  religion, the right to fair trial 
by jury, free elections, the rights to own property, 
free enterprise, fair taxation, and more, a diverse 
set of  persecuted minorities were attracted to the 
city. 
 Ethnic and religious groups including 
Huguenots, Mennonites, Amish, Catholics, 
Lutherans, and Jews made up the majority of  
immigrants in the early eighteenth century, 
flocking	to	the	New	World—and	Philadelphia	
in particular—to escape persecution in their 
home countries. These communities often 
carried with them particular skills and industries 
which adapted well to the growing city; however, 
the trade along the Delaware River outpaced 
other industries, resulting in a natural pull of  
development along the eastern side of  Penn and 
Holme’s grid. As late as 1847, the grid was only 
just	beginning	to	fill	up;	areas	north	and	south	of 	
the grid were allocated to farmers and wealthy 
landowners and remained undeveloped. Even 
today, this timeline of  development from east 
to west is evident in the names of  the city: the 
eastern part of  the city is known as Old City, and 
luckily, much of  the historical fabric remains. 
	 It’s	unclear	when	development	first	began	to	
break the grid, but a map drawn in 1840 is one of  
the	first	that	hints	at	southward	expansion.	The	
area directly southeast of  Center City, at the time 
called Moyamensing, again experienced growth 
stemming from the eastern docks. But an early 
nineteenth-century embargo and the War of  1812 
were responsible for a decline in the city’s shipping 
industry, spawning the creation of  local factories 
to accommodate the loss of  production and the 
labor surplus. Much of  this industrial development 
was sited outside the original grid drawn by Penn 
and Holme, particularly along the shorelines 
south of  the grid. Poorer, newer working class 
immigrants were often on the frontlines of  urban 
expansion, sited furthest away from economic 
activity but closest to manufacturing plants where 
they worked. In the mid-nineteenth century, 
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PhiladelPhia and vicinity during britiSh occuPation (1777)



Plan of the city of PhiladelPhia (1797)



maP of the city of PhiladelPhia, colorized (1840)
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Neighborhoods of  Philadelphia, pre-
consolidation; East Prospect of  Philadelphia by 
Nicholas Scull (1765); two depictions of  the 1844 
Philadelphia Nativist Riots and their Aftermath; 
A Plan of  the City and Environs of  Philadelphia 
(1847)

these immigrant populations included famine-
stricken Irish Catholics, young agricultural 
laborers from Southern Europe, and persecuted 
Eastern	European	Jews.	Italy’s	1870	unification	
sparked	a	monumental	influx	of 	Italians	to	the	
area, second only to New York City’s Little Italy 
and featuring tiny factions of  sub-national ethnic 
groups including families from Sicily, Abruzzi, 
Puglia, and more. The Great Migration in the 
early part of  the twentieth century brought 
former slaves from southern states to northern 
industrialized urban centers at breakneck pace: 
from the spring of  1916 to 1918 alone, over 
150 former slaves per week sought housing and 
employment in Philadelphia. Again, poor, working 
class immigrants were relegated to the outskirts 
of  the rapidly developing cities, including South 
Philadelphia.
 The dense, low-income swathes of  narrow 
lots and diverse ethnic groups often bred racial 
tension and exacerbated housing conditions, 
which continued to deteriorate into the middle 
of  the twentieth century. In 1844, riots broke 
out between nativist Protestants and Catholics, 
killing	fifteen,	injuring	around	fifty,	and	destroying	
major churches and prominent leaders’ homes. 
In 1848, the New York Tribune called residents 
of  Moyamensing and neighboring Southwark 
“the most graceless vagabonds and unmitigated 
ruffians.”	Gangs	controlled	fire	companies	and	
selectively	assisted	with	fires.	Diseases	including	
malaria, smallpox, tuberculosis, and cholera 
riddled the squalid streets. Police were unable 
to control criminal activity across regional 
boundaries, exacerbating lawlessness. Paired with 
the need for increased tax revenue, the grim, 
anarchical state of  the city and its surrounding 
areas precipitated the 1854 Act of  Consolidation, 
uniting the city and county of  Philadelphia. 
 Although not technically in existence, 
Hawthorne was beginning to take shape. 
Development in the area was slow and 
unaccommodating of  the scale of  incoming 
working class families—an issue with social and 
infrastructural implications still visible today.
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The area directly south of  Center City, including 
Hawthorne,	 was	 finally	 developing	 towards	 the	
second half  of  the nineteenth century, continuing 
the grid pattern envisioned by Penn and Holme 
but plagued by disinvestment, political corruption, 
and	 a	 constant	 influx	 of 	 diverse	 immigrants	
living in squalid conditions. Only Broad Street, 
one of  the city’s primary axes, featured emblems 
of  prosperity; after the Civil War, the so-called 
Avenue of  the Arts began to take shape with the 
building of  brownstones, the Ridgway Library, 
Horticultural Hall, the Broad Street Theater, and 
grand hotels. Conceptualizing of  Broad Street’s 
development separate from that of  Hawthorne 
and the surrounding region of  South Philadelphia 
is productive: while the shoddy development of  
residential areas of  Hawthorne, Bella Vista, and 
other neighborhoods was a result of  population 
explosions, the glitzy development along the city’s 
primary north-south artery is connected more 
with an expansion of  institutions and economic 
powerhouses within Center City. 
 Foreign immigration had all but stopped 
during World War I, creating a labor shortage 
that attracted more southern Blacks to the city. 
The blocks between Lombard and Bainbridge 
Streets just south of  City Hall were known then 
as Hawthorne Square, which became popular for 
its nightlife. Well-known jazz musicians frequented 
the many bars that lined the streets, often catering 
to audiences seen as undesirable at the time. 
South Philadelphia remained dilapidated and low-
income throughout the twentieth century, with 

Clashes between glitz and Poverty

Broad street and new hawthorne

development largely restricted to Broad Street and 
Center City. 
	 In	 1957,	 the	 prolific	 city	 planner	 Edmund	
Bacon was appointed executive director of  
the Philadelphia City Planning Commission. 
The slums of  Society Hill, the region just east 
of  Hawthorne, was slated for redevelopment 
which was completed in 1964. Three towers, a 
series of  low-rise buildings, and infrastructural 
improvements greatly renewed interest in the area, 
pushing low-income residents further inland. At 
the same time, Center City growth slowly pushed 
out the residents of  Hawthorne Square to areas 
further into South Philadelphia.   T h e 
resulting Hawthorne shifted to the present-day 
bounds of  Broad Street to the west, South Street 
to the north, and Washington Avenue to the south. 
To accommodate the growth in this area, four 
public housing high-rise complexes were built in 
1960.	Named	Martin	Luther	King	Kr.	Plaza,	 the	
towers were the most recognizable landmark in the 
neighborhood, marking the area as low-income 
and ridden with street crime. The inhospitable 
towers stood for almost four decades, deteriorating 
quickly and housing increasingly disenfranchised 
Philadelphians. The 1960s planned construction of  
the South Street Expressway through Hawthorne 
and the neighboring Bella Vista neighborhood 
further expedited property value decline, even 
though it was never built. 
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Glided Age Academy of  Music (1860s), 
Hawthorne Jazz Club Performance (1940s), 
Edmund Bacon with model of  Society Hill 
Towers (1957), illustration of  Society Hill (1839)
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, there is very little 
information	specifically	detailing	the	
demographics or developments in the 
neighborhood of  Hawthorne. Imagery of  the 
Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	Plaza	Towers	is	hard	to	
come by and there is very little documentation of  
living conditions outside a speech given nearby 
by	Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	in	1965	and	the	few	
institutional and school buildings in the area 
only recently deemed as historical landmarks. 
Presumably, this lack of  attention to the area is a 
result of  the high crime rates and prevalence of  
low-income minority groups in the area, despite its 
proximity to Center City. As the area deteriorated, 
gangs	and	the	Mafia	became	more	powerful,	
plunging South Philadelphia further into poverty 
and violence. The social isolation enforced by the 
towers’ design, a lack of  management, and overall 
neglect were undoubtedly the primary culprits of  
this descent. 
 In 1998, the Philadelphia Housing Authority 
was awarded a grant from HOPE VI, a program 
by the US Department of  Housing and Urban 
Development, to redevelop the public housing 
in Hawthorne. On October 17th, 1999, the 
towers were imploded; it is not clear how many 
residents were displaced as a result, but at least 
two hundred of  the 576 public housing units were 
vacant and many more were in a state of  decay 
deemed unlivable. Following a lengthy stalemate 
between	HUD,	PHA,	the	affordable	housing	
developer	Penrose	Properties,	and	the	non-profit	
Universal Company Homes CDC over ownership, 

hawthorne, new urbanism, and gentriFiCation

aFter the towers

245 new units were constructed, designed by 
local	architecture	firm	Torti	Gallas	and	Partners.	
According to one critic on Residential Architect 
magazine’s 2006 Project of  the Year judging 
panel, the project’s emphasis not just on new 
construction but the renovation of  abandoned 
rowhomes around the project site accommodated 
the former tower residents who outnumbered 
the number of  newly-built units. “Architecturally 
it’s not pushing the envelope,” they said, “but 
it’s not about that. It’s about revitalizing a 
neighborhood.”	The	firm’s	major	role	was	
engagement with the community, building trust in 
order to provide architectural solutions; by holding 
consistent community meetings throughout the 
design process and deploying twenty community 
members to survey their neighbors to gather data, 
it	seems	that	the	firm	was	largely	successful	in	
working with and for the former Martin Luther 
King	Jr.	Plaza	tower	residents.	
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Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	Plaza	Towers	(1970s),	
Implosion	of 	Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	Plaza	
Towers (1999), blight of  Hawthorne and South 
Philadelphia, and live images of  the Implosion of  
Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	Plaza	Towers	(1999)
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Blight of  Hawthorne and South Philadelphia
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Torti	Gallas	&	Partners’	MLK	Jr.	Plaza	Design	
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Torti	Gallas	&	Partners’	MLK	Jr.	Plaza	Design	
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Although the new Hawthorne seems to have 
avoided	much	of 	gentrification’s	heaviest	
blows, adjacent neighborhoods are trending 
towards market-rate and high-end development, 
threatening the relative peace of  slow-paced 
renovations in Hawthorne’s last two decades. 
The implosion and replacement of  the Martin 
Luther	King	Jr.	Plaza	towers	is	certainly	a	step	
in the right direction to bettering the lives of  
residents, but these changes to quality of  life come 
at	steep	costs	of 	displacement	and	unaffordability.	
At the intersection of  South Broad Street and 
Washington Avenue, a new multi-family market-
rate	apartment	building	with	ground	floor	big-
box retail represents an incoming demographic 
of  middle-class professionals. The adjacent 
neighborhood of  Bella Vista was recently voted 
the best neighborhood in Philadelphia, causing 
a housing boom that has ushered in wealthier 
professionals. Even condominium development 
in Center City has quickened its pace, putting 
pressure on surrounding neighborhoods. 
 Community organizations focused on 
providing social services, monitoring community 
development, and advocating for existing low-
income residents are best equipped to engender 
a culture of  responsible development and smart 
growth in the historically disenfranchised South 
Philadelphia. Where historical apathy from the 
city government of  workers’ living conditions 
and the market’s disdain for low-income 
citizens failed, community organizers have been 
relatively successful at building strong networks 

threats and oPPortunities

an unCertaIn Future

to support local residents. It’s a combination of  
neoliberal	defunding	of 	actual	capacity	to	effect	
the public realm with severe limitations on the 
political will and capital of  those in power who 
still believe in improving the public realm; it’s a 
fundamental question about the government’s 
role in development versus the agency of  the 
market. In a capitalist democratic society, this 
is a contentious issue that often culminates in 
public-private partnerships, which is a slippery 
slope to full privatization. Even the new Martin 
Luther	King	Jr.	Plaza	rowhouses	exemplify	this	
problem through their organizational structure 
that helped some but not all. Local, bottom-up 
organizations—who often explicitly work “for 
all”—must begin to operate at the scale of  the 
state and the market in order to take on those 
roles. 
 Existing organizations—cooperatives, non-
profit	agencies,	and	even	small	governmental	
departments and corporations—might have a 
unique	ability	to	work	together,	find	efficiencies,	
and expand their scopes. The following is a list 
of  organizations that exist in Hawthorne and 
around South Philadelphia, particularly focused 
on community development, social services, social 
justice, educational programs, health services, 
recreation, and more. 
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Volunteers and residents at an event hosted by 
the Hawthorne Empowerment Coalition at the  
Hawthorne Cultural Center 
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PRECEDENTS
BUILDING REFERENCES FOR THE 

LIBRARY OF THE FUTURE



In	an	era	defined	by	privatization	of 	and	state	
apathy towards the public realm, spatially 
networked alliances between community initiatives 
are essential for the future. This project calls for 
the re-imagining of  the historical archetype of  the 
library	as	civic	institution	as	a	means	of 	offering	
physical and ideological space for the civic sphere. 
The exhibition of  this project expresses this thesis 
in two parts: (1) through the accumulation and 
synthesis of  resources in the form of  books written 
and compiled for (2) the library, designed to 
house community initiatives already in existence 
throughout the chosen city of  Philadelphia. 
This compilation of  form and resources forms a 
body of  work that mimics the thesis itself: where 
spatially networked resources unite to support 
communities outside the realm of  market and 
state.

The institution of  the library has undergone 
an extensive evolution: from the Library of  
Alexandria to small-town Carnegie libraries to 
Rem	Koolhaas’s	Seattle	Public	Library,	the	form,	
program, scale, and organization of  the library 
does not stand still for long. But the idea of  the 
library seems to persist as a cultural necessity; 
this model of  a trust-based sharing economy 
transcends space and time, in a sense proving the 
innate human desire for collective inculcation of  
information. 

This index of  library (and library-tangential) 
precedents is an incomprehensive glossary 

versions oF PreCedents For the library

Framework

meant to track trajectories of  institutional and 
cultural conceptions of  the library to be used as 
touchstones for librarians, architects, designers, 
and communities alike. From the curation of  
this index, I’ve discovered some commonalities 
throughout time that sometimes tie these disparate 
examples to a zeitgeist, but often point to innately 
human, yet anachronistic perspectives. Due to 
my own personal biases, I typically see these 
connections through the lens of  architecture; 
however, I do believe that these hunches can 
be expanded and abstracted. As a result, I’ve 
ordered these precedents not chronologically but 
by conceptual thread I’ve deduced through my 
research. The following sections outlines these 
threads as I envision them: culture manifested in 
form. 

borrowing institutional gravitas

Since antiquity, structures containing entities 
of  power---churches, temples, capitals, castles, 
corporate	offices,	fortresses,	and	more---have	
relied on architectural form to communicate 
the idea of  authority. Symbols of  power are 
replicated again and again to enforce these 
visual messages and have become shorthand 
for the institutions that still exist today. The 
library, one such institution, has not escaped this 
symbolic treatment. But unlike many other civic 
organizations, the structure of  the library model 
has drastically changed. While governments 
impose rules, churches prescribe moral codes, 
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and schools enforce epistemology, libraries 
have transformed from exclusive containers of  
knowledge to curators of  social programs, hubs of  
digital resources, and much more. This change of  
function	is	slow	to	affect	form---a	task	of 	utmost	
importance in an age of  digitalization, funding 
decreases, and general distrust of  fact. 

demoCratiC transParenCy, inFinite 
Flexibility, and the glass shed

In	an	effort	to	express	organizational	transparency,	
ideological openness, and leveled social hierarchies 
in traditionally structured, overly bureaucratic, 
top-down institutions, many architects turn to 
glass as the material of  choice. The trend of  glass 
container that blurs the line between outside 
and inside has proliferated the library model as 
well, representing a forceful departure from the 
wood-panelled, musty, labyrinthical libraries of  
our cultural imagination. This form often also 
accommodates	a	flexibility	due	to	the	scale	of 	the	
glass enclosure: within the glass box, free-standing 
structures support ever-evolving programs with 
flexible	partitions,	movable	seating,	and	other	
innovative amenities. 

interior as other, & where are the booKs?

Libraries, like any other kind of  single-program 
building, require a variety of  spaces that produce 
the overall function. A reading room meant for 
quiet studying and/or congregation requires 
a space for book storage, which requires a 
circulation desk for librarians to serve as resources, 
and on and on. But the lines between these 
programs can be blurred: occasionally, a particular 
library’s architecture will focus on one piece of  
this puzzle; especially as digitalization relegates 
physical	library	stacks	to	lower	significance,	the	
emphasis on the reading room becomes much 
more prevalent. Lopsided emphasis on one piece 
of  program occasionally leaves visitors questioning 
the point of  the project---where are the books? 
Where can I read them? 

This type of  building also typically rejects its 

urban context, celebrating the interior and 
activities within the building. This produces a 
compelling contradiction to the burgeoning 
objective of  public libraries to serve their 
communities outside of  the traditional function of  
book storage. 

adaPtability, serviCe, and the maKer sPaCe

As our society becomes increasingly digitalized, 
libraries are reacting by reducing their emphasis 
on the collection and storage of  physical materials. 
Digitalization has transformed the discipline of  
librarianship as well; instead of  the traditional 
librarian who had broad and/or deep expertise 
in	some	field(s)	of 	academics,	librarians	are	
now expected to provide the same services as 
social workers. Community members seeking 
jobs, experiencing homelessness, or requiring 
after-school programming often turn to public 
libraries for support. As a result, libraries are often 
transforming physically, providing maker spaces, 
tool lending programs, kitchens, playgrounds, and 
other seemingly-tangential program types that the 
community needs or wants. 

ConClusion

Libraries	remain	a	fixture	in	the	urban	scene,	
political atmosphere, and collective cultural 
imagination, despite federal and state decreases 
in funding and digitalization of  knowledge. 
Architectural manifestations of  libraries have 
consistently changed alongside the evolving needs 
of  their localities. When the market and state 
threaten the vitality and agency of  the public 
realm, how can architecture respond?
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borrowing institutional gravitas



boston athenæum
Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Edward Clarke Cabot
1847







national gallery sainsbury wing
London,	United	Kingdom
Venturi Scott-Brown
1991



A delicate exercise in the straddling of  
revivalism, modernism, steel, stone, and glass, 
Venturi and Scott Brown's 1991 extension of  
the National Gallery of  London, the Sainsbury 
Wing, ignited plenty of  controversy at the time 
of  its building. 

Clear references to English Classicism might 
obfuscate its rebelliousness to the untrained 
eye; but with closer examination, one 
notices	 the	 blank,	 filled	 windows,	 the	 strange	
multiplication of  pilasters that seem to emerge 
from	the	flattened	facade,	pops	of 	unrestrained	
color at the capitals surrounding the entrances, 
and more. These unexpected moments of  
playful exchange between centuries-old styles 
of  ornamentation, modern materiality, and 
contemporary construction techniques are a 
product of  explicit post-modernist ideologies. 
Instead of  simple replication or glass non-style 
architecture for the expansion of  an existing, 
beloved institution, this project carefully analyzes 
existing forms and carefully manipulates their 
rules to produce a contemporary interpretation 
of  those forms. 

Subtlety, humor, and complexity are primary 
objectives with this expansion project. 
Although often today seen as a taboo style, 
there are valuable lessons to be learned from 
postmodernist architectural theorists like 
Venturi and Scott Brown. 

To the untrained eye, the main facade of  the Sainsbury 
Wing might appear as normal as the English 

Classicist facade of  the rest of  the museum. Carefully 
manipulation of  form as playful interpretation creates 

a subtle, witty character revealed only to those who look 
closely and have prior architectural knowledge. 





denver Central library
Denver, Colorado, USA
Michael Graves
1996





Acclaimed post-modernist architect Michael 
Graves' addition and original library are 
connected by a three-story atrium that serves 
as a primary entrance hall for the library. The 
space does not read as a strict, traditional 
institution of  education; instead, it feels almost 
like a treehouse, with lightly-stained wood 
structures reaching up to the ceiling, letting in 
a bright wash of  light through radial clerestory  
windows. The colorful book jackets and spines 

A tree-like structure marks the center of  the main reading room, creating a spatial hierarchy.

feel highlighted against the muted but playful 
backdrop, producing an atmosphere that 
rejects formality and embraces contingency 
and evolving storage needs of  the library. 

The building's exterior stands out from 
its context. Reading as a collage-like 
conglomeration of  strangely-shaped buildings 
stacked atop each other, the library becomes an 
exciting landmark in the city. 





Carré d'art
Nimes, France
Foster + Partners
1993



Built around 2 AD, the Maison Carrée is 
lauded as one of  the best preserved Roman 
temples in the former Roman Empire. About 
two thousand years later, Sir Norman Foster's 
Carré d'Art was commissioned to house a 
museum and médiathèque just across the 
city's central plaza. Attempting to pay homage 
without imitating the preserved temple, Foster 
chose particular architectural elements to 
carry through time: the entry colonnade, the 
plinth, and inner atrium are reminiscent of  the 
Roman tradition but feel contemporary due to 
a prevalence of  glass and white masonry. 

The controversy originally surrounding this 
project centered around the perceived intrusion 
of  a large-scale, contemporary building planted 
in the middle of  the historic fabric. Foster 
attempted to mitigate these concerns with a 
characteristic lightness in materiality as well 
as the inclusion of  highly-public functions: a 
roof  café terrace overlooks the temple and the 
ancient public square that connects the two 
structures. The square is pedestrian-only and 
filled	with	furniture	for	leisurely	congregation.	

The internal programming is also somewhat 
progressive, with traditional print media housed 
with	 music,	 video,	 film,	 painting,	 sculptures,	
and more; these juxtapositions were meant 
to unite the visual and multi-media art with 
information technology. 

Directly adjacent to a Roman temple, this museum-
library delicately mimics some ancient architectural 

elements, attempting to complement the historic urban 
fabric that surrounds this ancient site. 





Pennsylvania aCademy oF the Fine arts
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
Frank Furness and George Hewitt
1871-1876









demoCratiC transParenCy, inFinite 
Flexibility, and the glass shed



Centre PomPidou
Paris, France
Renzo Piano & Richard Rogers
1971-1977



Set in the heart of  Paris, the Centre Pompidou 
is famous for its distinct appearance within the 
homogeneous,	 iconic	 field	 of 	 Haussmannian	
Paris. Emerging from the radical ideologies 
of  1970s, the building was designed with 
interior	 flexibility	 as	 a	 primary	 objective.	
This “ever-changing framework” manifested 
as a free-standing structural frame with 
circulatory elements, mechanical systems, and 
other service spaces pushed to the building’s 
exterior. By freeing the interior space of  these 
“interruptions,” the building is highly adaptable 
to both necessity and whimsy. The systems 
typically hidden within a building’s core are 
then exposed and saturated with bright colors 
on the facades, celebrating the movement of  
users and the dynamism of  the building. 

To better engage with the culture of  recreation 
and leisure of  Parisian public spaces, half  of  
the site remains open to outside programming. 
The scale of  the outdoor space is large enough 
to accommodate “markets, exhibitions, 
performances, circuses, games, buskers, and 
so on,” and the streets outlining the space 
were	closed	to	vehicular	traffic	to	blur	the	line	
between cafes and shops in the surrounding 
buildings with the introduced civic space. 

The resulting design dismisses the haughty 
authority of  the Neoclassical museum, 
returning art and its container to Parisians. 

The opposite image was produced during the design 
proposal process using a collage medium. What’s most 
striking about this visualization is the distinct contrast 

in form and scale between the proposed museum and 
the surrounding urban context, even in the public space 

that neighbors the building. 





seattle PubliC library
Seattle, Washington, USA
Rem	Koolhaas/OMA
1999-2004



Organized around a spiral circulation ramp, 
OMA’s Seattle Public Library was designed 
to revamp the tradition of  the library by 
uniting	 floors,	 experiences,	 and	 programs--
-the antithesis of  the formal, segmented, and 
hierarchical library of  the past. Triangular 
glass planes are molded to this irregular spiral, 
producing an unconventional, transparent, 
gem-like object that undeniably and 
unabashedly	redefines	the	future	of 	the	library.	

The diagram above shows the organization of  program--stable and instable--around the central ramp.

The program, categorized either as “stable” or 
“unstable,” alternates around the central spiral. 
Notably, some terminology of  the conventional 
library is reworked to inspire action and 
innovation---literally in the vertical center of  
this ramp, the reference desk, becomes the 
“mixing chamber.” Although proclaiming 
flexibility,	this	uniquely-shaped	building	retains	
the rigidity of  the traditional library while 
appearing as anything but. 





the idea stores
London,	United	Kingdom
Adjaye Associates
2004



Meant to supply educational and information 
resources to Londoners, Adjaye Associates’ 
two Idea Stores use consistency in color 
and materiality to accommodate a relatively 
conventional library program, including book 
storage, a cafe, and reference desks. The 
entrance of  the Chrisp Street Idea Store invites 
visitors up into the colorful facade via escalator, 
transporting	 them	 to	 the	 top-floor	 cafe	 that	
boasts splendid coloring and warm materiality. 

The top level of  the library is shown in the image above--note the warmth and playfulness of  coloring.

The strategic use of  color and materiality is 
most evident on the exterior of  the buildings, 
with each location clad in a transparent shell 
with alternating colored glass of  blues and 
greens. The idea of  transparency is intended 
to portray a sense of  public propriety, while the 
consistent pattern of  color on both building 
facades is meant to graphically convey the idea 
of  city-scaled systems to which the library, and 
the information it contains, belongs. 





astana national library
Astana,	Kazakhstan
Bjarke Ingels Group
2009 (unbuilt)







the shed
New York City, New York, USA
Diller	Scofidio	+	Renfro
2019



Located within the large-scale urban project 
of  Hudson Yards, The Shed	is	significant	for	its	
program---a forward-minded center “dedicated 
to commissioning, producing, and presenting all 
type of  performing arts, visual arts, and popular 
culture.”	 The	 scale	 of 	 adaptability	 offered	
by The Shed is unprecedented in New York’s 
dense urban fabric---the base building alone 
contains gallery spaces, theaters, laboratories, 
flexible	 event	 spaces	 meant	 to	 accommodate	
multiplicity in artistic endeavors. 

But the true innovation of  this building lies in the 
expanding canopy of  glass that doubles the size 
of  the interior space, transforming the outdoor 
public plaza into a sprawling indoor event 
space.	This	 telescoping	 effect	 is	 accomplished	
via a rail system that allows the glass shell to 
glide atop the adjacent public plaza. 

This type of  dynamism and kinesthetics in 
architecture reinvents the ability of  institutional 
formats---the museum, in this case---to adapt to 
temporary and evolving events. The museum, 
historically understood as a static object, often 
relies on its perceived stability to project a sense 
of  power and authority. But The Shed rejects 
the notion that the corresponding architecture 
must embody this same sense of  permanence: 
the power of  this institution stems from its 
ability to evolve alongside the artistic disciplines 
whose objects it contains. 

The adjacent image shows the expanded form of  The 
Shed, with the rolling shell enclosing the adjacent public 

space in a swathe of  geometric glass. This flexibility 
offers many benefits for an institution primarily 

concerned with the production and presentation of  art. 





national taiwan university library
Taipei, Taiwan
Toyo Ito & Associates Architects
2014



A forest of  columns, concentric bookshelves, 
and curvilinear furniture distinguish this 
open reading room at the National Taiwan 
University College of  Social Sciences from the 
adjacent eight-story brutalist classroom building 
containing classrooms and study spaces. 
The library is contained by a conventional, 
rectilinear glass perimeter, in keeping with the 
contemporary trend of  dematerialization to 
emphasize democratic learning processes. 

The	 field	 of 	 white	 columns	 seems	 to	 melt	
to form a single roof  plane, punctuated by 
small, irregularly-shaped lightwells meant to 
mimic the appearance of  a forest canopy. The 
columns are structured in the same manner 
as	the	native	lotus	blossoms,	which	float	in	the	
moat	in	the	adjacent	garden.	The	column	field	
densifies	 as	 one	 approaches	 the	 center	 of 	 the	
building, while bookshelves rise, implying a 
retreat from the outside and the more public 
seating arrangements of  the library. 

The somewhat direct interpretation of  a 
natural object of  inspiration feels related to the 
work of  postmodernists---a notion at which 
Toyo	 Ito	would	 surely	 be	 offended.	Although	
he uses dematerialization and desaturation to 
abstract the visual, the connection remains 
fairly obvious to most users. Regardless, the 
sweeping interior forms, variating densities, and 
daylighting produce a multivariate experience.

The circulation desk here, though minimal in style, 
is reminiscent of  the desks designed for the Carnegie 

Library system which emphasized a circular form for 
surveillance purposes. The placement of  these desks, 

though, counteracts this narrative, relegating librarians 
to a position of  outsider resource. 





interior as other, 
and where are the booKs?



bibliothèque nationale riChelieu
Paris, France
Henri Labrouste
1868



A sea of  gilded domes, arched clerestory 
windows,	and	naturalistic	paintings	seem	to	float	
above the main reading room in Labrouste's 
Bibliothèque Nationale Richelieu. Bookshelves 
line the perimeter of  the room, accessible by 
fragile, narrow walkways to browse the books 
and	observe	the	quiet	field	of 	readers	below.	

At the time of  its construction, the slender 
columns, size, and delicate ornamentation 
were structurally unprecedented, but also 
represented an Enlightenment-era philosophy 
on congregation, epistemology, and rurality. 
The illusion of  reading and studying outdoors 
that the space intended to project reorients this 
civic space to an almost spiritual, primitive-like 
atmosphere, emphasizing openness, order, and 
a romanticized conceptualization of  nature. 

The understated glamour, surprising scale, and 
otherworldly daylighting of  this space seems 
to be an atmosphere continually reproduced 
in library architecture ever since Labrouste. 
But this main reading room, though truly 
magnificent,	 is	 notably	 bookended	 by	 an	
enclosed public plaza at the entryway and a 
labyrinthical stack room just beyond this room. 
Though it remains the most-recognizable of  the 
three spaces, the reading room is dependent on 
the functionality of  the plaza as congregational 
space and the stack room as a more intensive 
storage-oriented space. 

Delicate columns support a series of  pale, gilded domes 
that contribute to the space's lofty atmosphere. Large 

murals depicting treetops and blue skies, clerestory 
windows, and oculi wash the space in soft, bright light 
that transports readers to a rural outdoors, rejecting the 

dense urbanity of  Paris just outside.





bibliothèque sainte geneviève 
Paris, France
Henri Labrouste
1843-1850



Labrouste's design for the Bibliothèque Sainte 
Geneviève in Paris is perhaps one of  the most 
famous libraries ever built. Structurally, the 
thin columns that support the lightweight 
barrel vaulted roof  was remarkable for its time; 
paired with the heavy masonry perimeter walls 
that contain the bulk of  the bookshelves, the 
building acts as an oasis within the crowded and 
bustling city of  Paris. Lit by arched windows 
high above the seating and stack areas, bright 

Thin, lacey structure sits atop the massive reading room, providing an airy atmosphere with clerestory windows. 

daylight seems to supernaturally wash the giant 
reading room in clear, consistent light. 

The room is almost reminiscent of  a Roman 
circus, with two long parallel passageways 
encapsulated by a sea of  onlookers--here, 
the audience is the books. The design of  the 
room seems to encourage solitary engrossment 
in a book; the quiet delicateness of  the space 
communicates an air of  prestige.





rolex learning Center
Lausanne, Switzerland
SANAA
2010







tama art university library
Tokyo, Japan
Toyo Ito
2007







library oF birmingham
Birmingham,	United	Kingdom
Mecanoo
2013



Meant to act as an extension of  the public realm, 
the Library of  Birmingham by Mecanoo consists 
of  three primary realms: monumental, cultural, 
and entertainment. Unique programs are 
accommodated within these realms, including 
traditional library stacks, cafes, reading rooms, 
auditoriums, collaborative working stations, 
and more. Skewered by a central spiral staircase, 
the diverse programmatic uses connect visually 
and support each other.

The central spiral staircase cuts through the library stacks, uniting disparate program types to traditional forms. 

Although actually a transparent glass building 
to	allow	plenty	of 	light	to	filter	into	the	reading	
and working spaces, the facade appears (from 
the exterior) to feature outlandish patterns and 
repetitive	symbols,	serving	first	and	foremost	as	
shading devices. However, this design decision 
also smartly builds an identity for the building, 
lending the public institution a landmark status 
for simply its visual incongruence with its 
context. 





adaPtability, serviCe, 
and the maKer sPaCe



braddoCK Carnegie library
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
William Halsey Wood
1888



Pittsburgh's most famous nineteenth-century 
steel magnate and philanthropist Andrew 
Carnegie established a nationwide system 
of  nearly 2,500 libraries beginning here in 
Braddock as a social and cultural hub for 
workers at his Edgar Thomson Steel Works. 
Carnegie believed in the library model's 
didactic potential to instill morality in every 
man; the diversity of  the original programming 
(including a bathhouse, gym, music hall, and 

The Richardsonian-esque building is distinctly Pittsburgh-ian and boasts highly adaptable interior spaces. 

more) made this library in particular a true 
center for the community. Since the collapse of  
Pittsburgh's steel industry, Braddock plunged 
into a state of  poverty and disinvestment, and 
the library was no exception; however, today, a 
change in ownership, the introduction of  maker 
spaces, some local business partnerships, and 
explicitly	 flexible	 programs	 have	 rejuvenated	
the library, instigating a shared economy system 
that unites the disenfranchised community. 





DESIGN PROCESS
CONSTRUCTING THE COMMONS LIBRARY



stemming from the Enlightenment) were heavily 
influential	on	the	curation	of 	these	architectural	
elements. These particular designs and ideas 
were concerned primarily with communicating 
the power of  objective truth--a concept obviously 
laden with misogyny and imperialist attitudes. 
At	the	same	time,	sublime	concepts	of 	infinity,	
atrium, congregation, vastness, and symmetry 
seem to be tied to the space of  the institution. 
Gathering, storage, and solidarity achieved 
through solitude are traditional modes of  the 
library and can be achieved using these spatial 
qualities. 
	 More	specifically,	consistent	elements	
used in the institutional design include a 
filtering	colonnade	and	arches	at	the	entry,	an	
otherworldly glow emanating from clerestory 

The historical model of  the library is a commons 
environment, able to nurture the formation of  
knowledge and bottom-up organization in a 
centralized, symbolic anchor point through which 
community resources might identify common 
ground in order to scale up their operational 
scope. Designing this commons environment 
requires careful study of  the nuances of  the 
library in the collective cultural imagination. 
 The library is not simply a place for 
knowledge acquisition in popular culture; it’s the 
access point to the book--a portal to imaginary 
realms accessible through text in a way that’s 
constantly romanticized. Many authors have 
made reference to this childhood experience of  
the traditional library, lovingly describing the 
ascent	from	sidewalk	to	magnificent	doorway,	
which, upon opening, reveals a darkened, hushed 
space monitored under the watchful eye of  a strict 
but caring female librarian. The musty-smelling 
stacks beyond her mahogany circulation desk 
felt	endless	and	offered	adventure	around	every	
corner; the promise of  new worlds in the words 
within the bounds of  a book cover. Celebrating 
this procession from reality to dream--utopias 
accessible through a highly-formalized threshold--
is integral to this design. 
 Accompanying this processional circulation 
logic is a rationale behind architectural elements 
commonly used in classical and sublime 
institutional architectures, whether built or 
unbuilt. The writings and designs of  Jorge Luis 
Borges, Edmund Burke, and others (mostly 

reFerenCes to the historiCal library

desIgnIng For the Commons
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windows, a bowl-like reading room lined with 
labyrinthical shelving, a plinth distinguishing 
the interior from exterior, and a setback or 
thickened wall pulling the institution away from 
the urban fabric. All of  these elements contribute 
to	impressions	of 	infinity	hiding	behind	a	formal,	
highly-choreographed barrier of  facade and entry 
sequences. 
 The design proposed mimics this progression 
and	attempts	to	collage	different	institutional	
typologies together in order to recreate these 
spatial ideas: from crossing through the threshold 
of  the colonnade at the Temple of  Apollo at 
Didyma, you’ll encounter a depression in the 
land	beneath	a	heavy,	floating	box	mimicking	the	
panopticon; after passing through a second, even 
more solid perimeter, you’ll enter a bowl-shaped, 
Colosseum-like atrium that exposes the inner 
workings of  the community organizations that 
see you, too, and invite you to wander around the 
upper levels and explore those diverse activites. 
From the interiors of  those modular units, you 
have a view to the realm beyond the building: you 
see the rooftops of  Hawthorne’s rowhouses; in 
the distance, the Delaware River glistens in the 
sunlight; the former Ridgway Library next door 
looks so tiny; and the skyscrapers of  Center City 
seem not so far away. 
 The library of  the future is a commons 
environment situated on this highly visible, 
contested parcel situated between architectural 
symbols of  market, state, and civic institutions 
(the development across Broad Street, City Hall, 
and the former Ridgway Library, respectively). 
Assembling these disparate resources and local 
initiatives	in	a	disinvested	library	offers	space	for	
the commons, acting as a symbol for civic-minded, 
bottom-up institutionality as a means of  grappling 
with an uncertain political future. 

ARCH GLOW PLINTH

SETBACKFILTER BOWL

adjaCent images >
Library illustrations by Robert 

Smirke, Edmund Burke, and 
Jorge Luis Borges
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No. Organization Name Scope Type

1 Women of  Change Shelter & Services Greater Region Healthcare
2 Sunday Breakfast Rescue Mission Greater Region Housing
3 Salvation Army Greater Region Kitchen
4 Women in Transition Shelter & Services Greater Region Healthcare
5 Greater Philadelphia Coalition Against Hunger Greater Region Kitchen
6 Broad Street Ministry Greater Region Kitchen
7 Mercy Hospice Neighborhood Healthcare
8 Bethesda Project Neighborhood Housing
9 Mazzoni Center Greater Region Healthcare
10 Old Pine Community Center Neighborhood Recreation
11 Philly AIDS Thrift Greater Region Healthcare
12 Habitat for Humanity Philadelphia ReStore Greater Region Housing
13 Christian Street Branch YMCA Neighborhood Recreation
14 Mighty Writers South Neighborhood Education
15 Hawthorne Empowerment Coalition Neighborhood Housing
16 Hawthorne Cultural Center South Philadelphia Recreation
17 Gaudenzia Washington House South Philadelphia Healthcare
18 St. Rita of  Cascia Roman Catholic Church South Philadelphia Kitchen
19 Dept. of  Human Services South District South Philadelphia Healthcare
20 United Communities Southeast Philadelphia South Philadelphia Education
21 SEAMAAC Greater Region Housing
22 Diversified Community Services Neighborhood Education
23 Guerin Recreation Center Neighborhood Recreation
24 Sunrise of  Philadelphia South Philadelphia Education
25 Community Integrated Services South Philadelphia Education
26 Marconi Older Adults Center South Philadelphia Recreation
27 Barry Playground Neighborhood Recreation
28 Cambodian Association of  Greater Philadelphia Greater Region Education
29 St. Monica’s Rehabilitation Facility South Philadelphia Healthcare
30 Murphy Recreation Center Neighborhood Recreation
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TANGENTS
FRAGMENTS, EXTERNALITIES, AND DIGRESSIONS



An object is more than a physical thing: it is a 
palimpsest; a result of  layered contexts imposed by 
personal perspectives, emotional circumstances, 
and environmental conditions. The scene 
produced by this collage of  meaning becomes just 
as enduring, if  not more so, than the object itself. 
Architecture participates in the creation of  these 
stories by absorbing context and attempting to 
elucidate intangible stories; becoming anecdotes 
themselves in their re-presentation.  
 Visual anecdotes rely on symbols to 
encapsulate some broader narrative. Sometimes, 
those references are necessarily simple and 
singular: a Doric column cites Greek democratic 
ideals; the color blue recalls the sea or the sky. 
But	often,	symbols	suffer	a	complex,	laterally-
approached process of  abstraction that relies on 
many interpretive steps: green means ‘go’ and red 
means ‘stop;’ arrows, regardless of  style, mean 
‘this way;’ a cross with one longer axis means 
‘Christianity.’ The countless mental leaps required 
to train a society to see those intended meanings 
transforms symbols into icons, no longer baked 
with implicit meaning but dependent on external 
knowledge triggered by context. 
	 I	think	my	interest	is	definition	versus	
connotation stems from my discovery of  
synesthesia, a condition that I never realized was 
unusual, where associations are drawn between 
senses; for me, characters and occasionally 
tones and smells are strongly tied to somewhat 
indescribable colors—R is a deep, reddish-
magenta, 7 is a vibrant, verdant green, H is a 

CommuniCation in the abstraCt

Beyond symBol

musty	grayish-brown,	roasted	cauliflower	smells	
like a sinister brown-tinged purple. A professor of  
mine realized that I was drawing these unlikely 
connections and sparked my interest in the way 
architects and graphic designers often resort to 
easy symbols to communicate concepts, despite 
the fascinating complexity and richness that 
personal experiences with abstracted symbols 
could	offer.	
 This professor always gave the example of  
a primitive person observing an elevator: there 
is really no outward clue that this set of  doors 
that open and close permit vertical circulation; 
all this person can see is people entering a box, 
doors closing, and when the doors open again, 
the people have disappeared. Perhaps only lighted 
floor	numbers	aligned	vertically	would	provide	a	
hint at the elevator’s function. A staircase or ramp, 
on the other hand, although still perhaps foreign 
to our primitive friend, more clearly articulate the 
possibility of  vertical movement. Imagining this 
(frankly, ridiculous) scenario made it clear to me 
where the distinctions between icon and symbol, 
and symbol and formal truth, lie—nature is not 
outside, but an intrinsic, collective understanding 
of  an environment or object. 
 Italian Futurists like Umberto Boccioni 
attempted to divorce their representations from 
the crutch of  symbolism, instead trying to capture 
the phenomenological context itself  in aura-
like color and geometries. Their visions were 
instantaneous and dynamic, free of  the weight 
of  meanings produced in the past and seeking 
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forceS of the StreetS (1911), umberto boCCioni the diSquieting muSeS (1918), giorgio de ChiriCo
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adjaCent images >
Terry Gilliam’s art for Monty Python

to express the motion and emotion in seemingly 
still moments Meanwhile, proto-surrealists like 
Giorgio de Chirico were obsessed with sensing 
underlying, unseen metaphysical tensions inherent 
to any object and scene. Instead of  Futurists’ 
energetic, even explosive, and sometimes blurred 
impressions of  intangible contexts, de Chirico 
preferred to deploy motifs of  Roman arcades, 
mannequin-like bodies, strange mechanical 
apparatuses, and more, often sited in harshly-lit 
expanded	perspective	fields.	Both	the	Futurist	
tactic of  maximalism and Metaphysical strategy 
of  quietude achieve an uncanny sensation 
of  a meaning beyond the canvas; visuals that 
communicate more than the visual itself. 
	 Architecture	is	a	medium	that	is	difficult	to	
dissociate from the past: only a few architects, I 
think, have transcended historical style, an act 
that requires the calculated reciprocal reversal 
from any constructed norm—whether formal, 
social, political, etc. Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye 
and Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic domes might 
number amongst the most emphatic diversions 
from existing architectures, but still involve some 
level of  symbolism in order to subvert common 
forms. Le Corbusier, for instance, uses the color 
white to represent an emerging optimism and 
cleanliness following the destruction of  the 
first	world	war,	but	actually	was	one	of 	the	last	
buildings he designed to be clad in white. In this 
sense, the power of  this large-scale subversion of  
architectural norms was a result less of  the object’s 
anti-contextual design and more a consequence 
of  the object’s ensuing fame. The Villa Savoye is 
emblematic of  architectural rebellion, but isn’t 
itself  truly transcendent of  the past. Really, our 
understanding of  symbols is dependent on our 
prior knowledge of  antecedents: if  you aren’t able 
to recognize a Doric-order pilastered Renaissance 
first	floor	wall,	you	simply	won’t	detect	the	
subversive nod of  Le Corbusier’s narrow pilotis 
meant	to	replace	the	supportive	ground	floor	wall.	
 The portrayal of  an irreverence of  norms and 
cultural	expectations	is	exemplified	most	obviously	
in satirical art and comedy: Terry Gilliam’s 
surrealist-inspired animations and collages for the 
1960s-era sketch comedy group Monty Python 

manipulate scale, layer contradictory forms, and 
force ridiculous movements to expose truths, 
subvert expectations, and—principally—make 
people laugh. The ability to make the viewer 
uncomfortable with needlessly gory, sexual, or 
simply strange compositions is, Gilliam argues, a 
fundamental aspect of  comedy. To quote my very 
smart, very funny sister’s explanation of  benign 
violation theory: 

 “Humor comes from a violation of  
 an understood norm, but only if  it 
 isn’t a threat to the audience. A 
 banana is benign, because it’s, you 
 know, just there. Someone falling 
	 down	a	flight	of 	stairs	is	not	funny,	
 because they could get injured. This 
 is a violation. But if  they fall from a 
 safe height because of  a banana peel? 
 The circumstances that made the 
 person fall made it a benign violation. 
 That’s comedy gold, baby.” 

This very simple scenario clearly illustrates, 
I think, the need for common ground to 
communicate a premise of  a joke (or architectural 
symbol) paired with some unexpected element 
that takes the situation out of  mimicry (think Neo-
Classicism, Neo-Gothic, etc.) and into the realm 
of  reference. 
 Collage is a convenient medium for the 
exploitation of  conventionally-recognizable 
symbols: physical collages that poach magazines 
and manipulate images that already loaded with 
meaning	into	something	entirely	different	allow	
an artist to borrow all or parts of  the original 
meaning to produce something new. Architecture 
can be thought of  collage too—buildings always 
communicate meaning, but almost always subject 
to conventional materials or objects that (to 
over-simplify) provide functionality; think doors, 
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railings… any kind of  object that would need to 
be	specified	that,	when	applied	to	even	the	most	
unconventional building, would be recognizable 
object. 
 I am obsessed with collage. My fascination 
with the adaptation of  existing forms stems from 
the	end	of 	my	first	year	of 	architecture	school.	
I had just realized that I might not pass an 
architectural engineering class; this dread paired 
with	a	difficult	studio	project	overwhelmed	me.	
I had nearly convinced myself  to drop out of  
architecture school, despite my childhood dream 
to be an architect. But I happened upon one 
fifth-year’s	thesis	review	and	my	perspective	on	
architecture was turned on its head: nothing on 
her board resembled a building to me; a giant 
puzzle-like form cut across the board, an explosion 
of  color that somehow communicated a kind of  
abstract architectural space. From that moment, 
I understood that architecture was not restricted 
to	floor	plans	and	scale	models;	I	was	determined	
to emulate this insane style of  representation and 
refocus my work towards telling a story through 
design. 
 But to refocus on the idea of  manipulation 
of  symbols: an irreverence for religious customs 
and institutions is perhaps one of  the oldest 
forms of  revolt; however, religion is deeply 
steeped in symbolism and iconography and is 
therefore easily perverted. Croatian-born artist 
Maxo Vanka is infamous for his grim murals that 
adorn the walls of  St. Nicholas Croatian Catholic 
Church, a southwestern Pennsylvanian church 
whose congregation consisted largely of  Croatian 
immigrants	in	the	late	nineteenth	and	first	half 	
of  the twentieth century. Vanka had served in 
World War I with the Belgian Red Cross and 
identified	as	a	pacifist,	strongly	opposed	to	the	
horrors	of 	war	that	he	experienced	first-hand.	
The images painted on the walls of  St. Nicholas 
in	1937	reflected	Vanka’s	sorrow—sorrow	for	

the men who were killed as soldiers and sorrow 
for the men who were killed in steel mills where 
much of  the Pittsburgh congregation worked. 
“The Croatian Mother Raises Her Sons For War” 
depicts a group of  grieving women, in traditional 
dress, mourning the corpse of  a soldier still 
bloodied and bandaged. Beyond the sorrowful 
foreground,	an	infinite	field	of 	gravestones	dot	a	
mountainous landscape to show the scale of  death 
brought by war. A corresponding mural titled “A 
Mining Incident in Johnstown” expresses the same 
emotion—women mourning the loss of  a young 
man—this time, though, the culprit is industry, not 
war. By drawing these parallels between battle and 
labor, Vanka portrays the tragedies and hardships 
of  the immigrant experience and, in “The 
Capitalist,” the disinterest of  the wealthy. Vanka’s 
radical appropriation of  religious symbolism to 
portray the injustices of  war and labor creates an 
eerie, harrowing atmosphere, almost enhancing 
the church’s ideological power as a sanctum of  
peace, mourning, rebellion, and unity in the face 
of  evil and injustice. 
 These precursors to and participants  of  
postmodernism were not explicit references for 
architects like Michael Graves, Robert Venturi, 
or Charles Moore, but I think it’s hard not to 
see the common threads that tie the playful, 
symbolistic ornament of, say, Moore’s Piazza 
d’Italia to Vanka’s mural of  a nun in a gas mask. 
The architectural postmodernist movement was 
largely a reaction to the staunch formalism and 
structuralism of  Modernism, favoring instead the 
amalgamation of  anachronistic references—not 
revivalism, but subversion. Venturi’s 1966 book 
Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture recaps this 
ideology quite neatly: 

 “I speak of  a complex and 
 contradictory architecture based on 
 the richness and ambiguity of  modern 
 experience, including that experience 
 which is inherent in art… I 
 welcome the problems and exploit the 
 uncertainties… I like elements 
 which are hybrid rather than ‘pure,’ 
 compromising rather than ‘clean,’ … 
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The Croatian Mother Raises Her Sons for War, A 
Mining Incident in Johnstown, Injustice, and The 
Capitalist (1937), Maxo Vanka
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Collage (2019) by Rebecca Lefkowitz, image from 
Learning from Las Vegas

 accommodating rather than 
 excluding… I am for messy vitality 
 over obvious unit… I prefer ‘both-
 and’ to ‘either-or,’ black and white, 
 and sometimes gray, to black or 
 white… An architecture of  complexity 
 and contradiction must embody the 
	 difficult	unity	of 	inclusion	rather	than	
 the easy unit of  exclusion.” 

Notably, Venturi’s version of  symbolic exploitation 
is not intended as a type of  protest, rebellion, 
or advocacy—“less is a bore” is only a reaction 
to Modernism’s “less is more” proclamation of  
uniformity, anti-contextualism, and minimalism. 
Regardless, the application of  symbology in 
architecture	was	best	defined	by	Denise	Scott	
Brown and Venturi, her husband, in their 
1972 book with Steven Izenour Learning from 
Las	Vegas.	The	difference	between	duck	and	
decorated shed—explicit iconography versus 
empty box accompanied by signage—was an 
attempt to illuminate the variety of  methods of  
communicating internal function via external 
form. Though mostly unintentional, the book 
ushered in the era of  postmodernism, which 
celebrated the ‘duck;’ or really, the duck plus the 
duck plus another duck and one more duck. 
 A palimpsest of  styles and meanings became 
the trend, of  which the Groningen Museum in the 
Netherlands is a perfect example. Consisting of  
three pavilions proposed by Alessandro Mendini 
and divided into exterior and interior portions 
to be tackled by a number of  architects and 
industrial designers, including Philipe Starck, 
Michele de Lucchi, and Coop Himmelb(l)au, the 
colorful, eccentric building was commissioned 
by a local Dutch natural gas company to project 
the image of  the company and its town into an 
optimistic future. According to the museum’s 
website, “Mendini holds the opinion that 
everything has been done before, so the only thing 
that remains is reapplication.” The “friendly” 
colors and unexpected, erratic geometries make 
obscure and diverse references; these include 
the patterns of  French pointillist painter Paul 
Signac, the prevalence of  gold in precious 
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jewelry, caricatures reminiscent of  those drawn 
on traditional Dutch tiles, skeletons, labyrinths, 
napkin sketches of  the buildings themselves, and 
more. All collage is exploitative, appropriating 
meaning	to	fit	new	paradigms;	but	these	
references rely on the ability of  the audience to 
read and recognize those signals. 
 Often, the model of  communication requiring 
legibility and recollection is handled by a 
process of  reduction that eliminates complexity 
and thwarts alternative interpretations. This 
is particularly evident, I think, when younger 
architecture students walk you through their 
design process: “I wanted to make this part feel 
bigger and more open, so the room is encased 
in glass;” “in order to make people feel like they 
have	a	connection	to	nature,	this	floor	is	green	and	
features a living wall;” etc. Of  course designers 
will always attempt to produce a particular 
emotion or movement or behavior—but the way 
that intention is communicated does not need to 
be so cut-and-dry or obvious. The color green is 
not the only way to denote nature. Glass is not 
the only way to communicate transparency and 
lightness. It’s much more challenging to conceive 
of  spaces that aren’t obvious—and it’s so much 
more fun. 
	 Perry	Kulper	is	one	of 	the	most	prominent	
critics of  simplicity in architectural representation. 
Architecture is often at risk of  dilution of  an 
image—and the means of  representation used 
during the design process act as a harbinger of  
that	possibility.	Kulper’s	work,	instead,	accepts	
intricacy and extraneity in terms of  subject, 
medium,	and	contingency;	it	defies	definition	and	
welcomes extrapolation—a message in itself. 
 The relationship between actor and spectator, 
or speaker and recipient, is a fertile point 
of  discussion is adapted to the architectural 
experience. Literally, the magic of  the theater—a 
model of  communication with an entire history 
and theory unto itself—is reliant on a thin plane 
of  separation between audience and actor to 
tell a story. This is a scrim-like surface: where 
three-dimensional activity is projected to form a 
two-dimensional image of  that story. There is an 
unseen condition beyond the image broadcasted 

to the audience—of  script, costume, set, 
choreography, etc.—that constructs the message. 
I should note, I’m not talking about the literal 
scrim, which is a piece of  theater technology itself; 
instead, I mean a conceptual plane between actor 
and audience. The scrim-like surface suspends the 
disbelief  of  the audience, which has entered into a 
social contract to do so. It establishes a perimeter 
between reality and fantasy. But that line is not 
itself  two-dimensional; rather, it is a thickened 
threshold, revealed by an aside, or a forgotten 
line, or ringing phone—it can be permeated from 
both sides. The fourth wall is not a wall at all, but 
a boundless boundary, an amorphous bubble, a 
cloud. 
	 This	fluid	dynamism,	this	limitless	field	of 	
energy, recalls “Flying the Bullet, or When Did the 
Future Begin?” by architectural theorist Sanford 
Kwinter.	Discussing	the	aerial	dogfight,	Kwinter	
suggests that “in the air, formations establish 
rigid, homogeneous structures of  movement and 
relationship, they inject a uniformity into space 
by	fixing	intervals	and	relative	speeds,	they	arrest	
natural variation and all developmental routines.” 
In other words, the “wild sky,” the earth below, 
the distant horizon: they are all reinterpreted as 
a stable, static entity by which all other variables 
might	be	measured.	But	in	dogfighting,	these	fixed	
points	transform	into	offensive	tools,	becoming	
“not only liquid but turbulent… the pilot 
episodically uses these elements… to hide against, 
to blind the opponent, or to create vertiginous 
relationships of  weaving, gyrating motion.” In 
public spaces, the predictability of  the “attack” 
amidst a sea of  constants breeds an individual 
territorialization that leads to personal, intimate 
stake in the place. Here, the predictability is the 
habitual nature of  unpredictable circumstances 
and obstacles in the form of  Others: the direction 
remains constant while the route is malleable. 
Kwinter	further	advocates	this	pursuance	of 	
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adaptability, calling for architects to “take your 
forms	to	infinity,	do	not	linger	on	objects	but	
rather enter the space tactilely and prospect the 
space in search of  breaking developments. Scan 
for	changes	and	fluctuations.	Then	respond	as	
if  part of  a cycle, as if  you had always been a 
casual	part	of 	these	flows.”	This	translates	to	a	
redefinition	of 	spaces	and	objects	within	this	fluid	
field	in	order	for	the	occupiers	to	reinvent	their	
purpose, reaction towards, and interactions within 
the place inside a larger system of  existence. 
	 It	is	the	phenomenon	of 	fluidity	within	an	
envelope that is both physical and social which 
must be studied in order for habitual circulation 
and predictable interaction to breed a culture 
of 	participatory	confrontation	in	defiance	of 	
oppressive systems of  market and state. 
Envelopes that separate two jostling entities 
is examined in Marc Augé’s “Non-Places: 
An Introduction to Supermodernity.” His 
understanding	of 	‘frontier’	parallels	Kwinter’s	
envelope: “The notion of  frontiers itself  marks 
the minimal and necessary distance that ought 
to exist between individuals to make them 
free to communicate with each other as they 
intend;”	where	Kwinter	allows	the	envelope	to	
remain a phenomenological entity, nameless and 
unbreakable, Augé admits its reality. “A frontier 
is not a wall, but a threshold… one that can be 
crossed in either direction, maintaining a promise 
of  communication from one side to the other.” 
The ideal world does not require the complete 
dismantling of  barriers, but a consciousness of  
permeability. “To respect frontiers is to make 
a pledge of  peace” in a world of  increasingly 
dichotomizing forces. 
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Beyond-ness is reliant on an opaque, but 
permeable, perimeter. The codex itself  
participates in the distinction between inside 
and outside, promising entrance to an imaginary 
sphere of  suspended reality, accessible if  the 
potential reader would just lift the lid. The insides 
seem to nearly burst; the binding, reluctant to 
expose itself, provides only a taste of  itself. It relies 
on the whim of  the reader to select and crack 
open	the	spine	and	flip	through	the	pages;	it	must	
maintain the exact level of  opacity to compel 
quickly but reveal with time. 
 To consider the book as ‘inside’ implies the 
spatial occupation of  the reader in another realm. 
It’s a version of  digestion, in a way; delicately 
consuming the physical and ideological body of  
the reader and regurgitating them changed. It is a 
consumption that allows the consumed to retain 
an autonomy and bodily integrity, suspending 
digestive processes to ensure an eventual 
departure. In one of  his least nauseating examples 
in Return of  the Worm,	Jamie	Sutcliffe	describes	this	
primordial mythological theme: 

 “Lying just beneath the surface of  the 
 earth the Souterrain, or ‘fougou’ 
 (from the Cornish word for cave), is 
 an elongated stone-lined corridor that 
 can be found across much of  Ireland, 
 Northern and Western Scotland, and 
 Cornwall. Usually damp, with 
 puddles scattered here and there 
	 across	its	uneven	shingle	floor,	the	

FiCtions oF boundaries

story and the ImagInary

 fougou is a contentious remnant of  
 pagan culture, its purpose long 
 forgotten. The narrow entrance to 
 a fougou, according to the historian 
 Ronald Hutton, will usually show up 
 in cattle pastures, by the drystone 
 walls of  farmyards, amongst 
 woodland glades or the thick bracken 
 and uneven boulders of  uplands. 
 There’s an archaeological tendency 
 to explain these shallow subterranean 
 passageways as sites of  refuge, 
 places in which temporary shelter 
 could be sought in the event of  an 
 attack by brigands or marauders. But 
 the main argument over the purpose 
 of  these structures concerns whether 
 or not they were spiritual sanctuaries 
 or practical outhouses. The mystical 
 argument would have it that the 
 channel performed a ritual conduit, 
 reconnecting worshippers to the 
 great ‘Earth Mother,’ whose womb 
 could be votively entered through 
 an act of  symbolic un-birthing. 
 Descending into the earth for a 
 period of  contemplation set the body 
 in an earthen enclave fertile with 
 mud, water and moss; a site of  quiet 
	 reflection.	On	the	other	hand,	the	
 corridor is simply a larder, a place 
 of  storage for cuts of  meat and grain, 
 a huge alimentary canal through 
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	 which	foodstuffs	in	various	states	of 	
 preservation could progress. In 
 both cases, the fougou seems to 
 become symbolically a place of  
 gestation, whether or not that’s 
 the cosmological development of  the 
 spiritual subject, or the procession of  
 food to feed the body of  the 
 community’ the fougou is caught 
 between foetal and fecal analogies.”

Penetrating the mouth of  the cave and leaving, 
still whole but internally reoriented, is an exercise 
in intimacy and bravery—trusting the container-
consumer to transmit, but not digest, the 
inhabitant. It’s a gross analogy for the book cover, 
but	offers	an	image	of 	another	realm,	bounded	by	
a permeable edge condition that is revealed only 
at the whim of  the reader. 
 Is it ridiculous to compare the image of  
the library in American popular culture to the 
digestive tract? Probably, but hear me out: the 
intimidating, Revivalist facades set above the 
plane of  the public on a plinth and set back into 
a park, the perceived omnipresence of  the stern 
librarian, the sunlight dripping through clerestory 
windows into a musty labyrinth of  indecipherably-
organized stacks, the enforced quietude of  
strangers, and the promise of  a realm beyond 
offered	by	the	opening	of 	any	single	book…	
this	otherworldly,	fictionalized	image	of 	the	
library pervades American culture, guaranteeing 
adventure to those willing to explore it. The 
library is the thickened threshold in the American 
urban scene—a boundless boundary, penetrable 
on either side, promising something beyond itself  
that can only be accessed by the curious. It’s the 
equivalent of  the window frame hitting Dorothy 
on the head, transporting her to the uncanny 
realm of  Oz; or the wardrobe through which Lucy 
and her siblings discover Narnia. 
 Although it is an important component in the 
collective, sensationalized memory of  American 
culture, the library no longer needs to borrow 
the ethos of  the Greek temple front, or any 
other Revivalist styles that were often used to 
communicate an image of  power and large-scale 

institutionalization, particularly in the Carnegie 
Library model. The outside face should instead 
reflect	the	mythos	of 	the	library—the	dusty	
shelves,	the	clerestory	light,	the	infinite	shelves,	
the stern librarian—the translation of  this myth 
cannot be captured by a fanciful pediment or a 
deconstructivist glass façade. As programs within 
the library evolves rapidly, reacting to the exterior 
conditions	that	define	the	perimeter	anyway,	
the façade must adapt as well. It is a process of  
dematerialization with which Christo and Jeanne-
Claude were adept, able to transform the public 
conception of  highly-charged institutional images 
like Berlin’s Reichstag, a Neo-Baroque building 
with a façade referential of  Ancient Greek temples 
and Renaissance proportions. The artists swathed 
the building in fabric and rope:

 “The Reichstag stands up in an 
 open, strangely metaphysical area. 
 The building has experienced its own 
 continuous changes and perturbations: 
 built in 1894, burned in 1933, almost 
 destroyed in 1945, it was restored in 
 the sixties, but the Reichstag always 
 remained the symbol of  Democracy… 
 Fabric, like clothing or skin, is 
 fragile; it translates the unique 
 quality of  impermanence. For a 
 period of  two weeks, the richness of  
 the silvery fabric, shaped by the 
	 blue	ropes,	created	a	sumptuous	flow	
 of  vertical folds highlighting the 
 features and proportions of  the 
 imposing structure, revealing the 
 essence of  the Reichstag.” 

Obscuring the detail of  the well-known building 
effectively	concealed	its	reality	for	a	period,	
forcing its recontextualization in a new era. The 
Wrapped Reichstag was no longer a portal to 
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Stills from Wizard of  Oz (1939) and still from 
Chronicles of  Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and the 
Wardrobe (2005)
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Wrapped Reichstag, Christo and Jeanne-Claude 
(1971-95)

another realm, instead reducing the book cover to 
object.
 The mythos of  America is one of  frontiers: 
industrialism, labor-based value, and open 
space made promises of  their own to hopeful 
immigrants escaping persecution from the outside 
throughout	time.	As	Kwinter	states:	

 “Europe invented ‘America’ as their 
 future and outside, but America 
 invented the new frontiers—outer 
 space and the insane warp speed that 
 was meant to take them there—as 
 theirs. Speed and space were the new 
 materials of  which the future would 
 be made.” 

It was the narrative of  a utopian frontier able to 
be harnessed by the hard-working man, young 
and new, untamed and undeveloped, that was 
sold to the world. For poet Henry Van Dyke, it 
was a tale of  land in service to man: ‘America for 
Me’	summarizes	his	conception	of 	the	fledgling	
country:

	 “’Tis	fine	to	see	the	Old	World,	and	
  travel up and down
 Among the famous palaces and cities 
  of  renown, 
 To admire the crumbly castles and 
  the statues of  the kings, --
 But now I think I’ve had enough of  
  antiquated things. 

 So it’s home again, and home again, 
  America for me!
 My heart is turning home again, and 
  there I long to be,
 In the land of  youth and freedom 
  beyond the ocean bars, 
 Where the air is full of  sunlight and 
  the flag is full of  stars.

 Oh, London is a man’s town, there’s 
  power in the air;
 And Paris is a woman’s town, with f
  lowers in her hair;
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 And it’s sweet to dream in Venice, and 
  it’s great to study Rome; 
 But when it comes to living there is no 
  place like home.

	 I	like	the	German	fir-woods,	in	green		 	
 battalions drilled;
 I like the gardens of  Versailles with 
	 	 flashing	fountains	filled;
 But, oh, to take your hand, my dear, 
  and ramble for a day
 In the friendly western woodland 
  where Nature has her way!

 I know that Europe’s wonderful, yet 
  something seems to lack:
 The Past is too much with her, and 
  the people looking back. 
 But the glory of  the Present is to make 
  the Future free,--
 We love our land for what she is and 
  what she is to be.

 Oh, it’s home again, and home again, 
  America for me!
 I want a ship that’s westward bound 
  to plough the rolling sea,
 To the blessed Land of  Room Enough 
  beyond the ocean bars,
 Where the air is full of  sunlight and    
the flag is full of  stars.

No civilization escapes some kind of  narrative 
thread	that	succinctly	defines	the	result	of 	
ideological palimpsest and is enforced by an 
architectural style. Borrowed by America to 
establish a fundamental truth about freedom and 
democracy, the Ancient Greek narrative is one 
of  mythological origins, individualism, and a 
flattened	political	hierarchy.	Architecture	becomes	
intrinsically associated with these sociopolitical 

concepts, whether or not it is an intentional 
reference. The frieze of  the Parthenon tells a part 
of  the story, depicting the Panathenaic procession, 
the birth of  Athena, and the events that made 
Athena the patron goddess of  the capital city. 
 The stories of  Ancient Greece are told in 
a two-dimensional, architectural form that 
concretizes	and	proves	their	significance.	How	
are	the	stories	of 	America	told?	In	the	glass	office	
towers that construct the Chicago skyline? In the 
smoke that shrouded the city of  Pittsburgh in 
darkness until the mid-twentieth century? In the 
strip malls that line the outskirts of  any suburban 
highway? In the narrow, brick-paved colonial 
streets of  Philadelphia or Boston? In the Revivalist 
colonnade of  the Capitol building? In the beige, 
grassy plains of  the Midwest? In the signage 
of  Vegas? In the unmarked graves of  Native 
Americans that undoubtedly cover the land? In 
the Redwood forests, in the Gulf  Stream waters? 
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If  you’re one of  the unlucky people who 
happened to make it all the way to this point in 
the book, you’re probably thinking: “okay, but 
wasn’t this project about a library?” You’re right. 
Let’s get to the point. Thanks for your patience. 
 I believe that the library occupies a unique 
niche in the collective cultural imagination of  
Americans and has an unrivaled opportunity to 
mitigate the unequal distribution of  resources 
to the masses. As an organizational model, the 
library’s purpose is simple: to collect, store, 
and provide access to knowledge. As a political 
institution, the library represents a pinnacle of  
cultural knowledge and power—the primary point 
of  access to objective truth for a curious citizenry. 
As an urban space, the library acts as a public 
recreation space while simultaneously providing 
simple human needs like shelter, employment 
assistance, and interpersonal connection. As 
an architectural symbol, the library acts as a 
reference to historical democratic ideals of  
free assembly and free speech. The library 
accomplishes all this without conforming to the 
pressures of  the market. 
 But in a time of  extreme political turbulence, 
reduced funding for social services, obscured 
privatization, and unregulated surveillance, the 
role of  the library has expanded. No longer 
simply needed to collect knowledge, the library 
is now responsible for providing free educational 
programs for kids after school, free access to 
ever-evolving technology, free assistance with 
research and resource questions, and so much 

the Future oF the library

symBolIC amBIguIty

more. Solitary pursuit of  knowledge via silent 
reading is no longer the exclusive norm for 
the public library; in addition, libraries act as 
places for congregation and exchange. It’s a 
physical space unencumbered by the burdens 
of  censorship and paywalls that virtual spaces 
suffer;	it	is	a	tool	for	empowerment	in	historically	
disenfranchised communities, arming citizens with 
evidence and solutions to problems often created 
by unsympathetic market forces or apathetic 
governmental inaction. 
 Historically, the architecture of  the library has 
been concerned primarily with communicating 
the power of  objective truth. But as we are 
propelled into a period of  uncertainty, I think the 
library ought to be reconsidered architecturally. 
Like a codex, the building must tell a story: a sort 
of  mimicry of  a Greek temple portico, a bowl-
like reading room surrounded by resources in text 
and human form, otherworldly light permeating 
the	roofline,	endless	labyrinthical	shelving	in	
which anyone might get lost and revert to child-
like wonder… an architecture that embraces 
multiplicity, evolution, scale, ambiguity, and 
contradiction… solitude and togetherness all at 
once.
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Reading Room of  the British Museum, Robert 
Smirke (1857), School of  Athens, Raphael (c. 
1510-1512), Illustration of  Borges’s Library of  
Babel, Erik Desmaziere, Deuxieme Projet pour la 
Bibliotheque du Roi, Etienne-Louis Boullee (1785)
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Stephen A. Schwarzman Building New York 
Public Library stacks, Women’s Club Meeting c. 
1870, image of  unknown stacks
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CONCLUSION
THE FUTURE OF THE LIBRARY COMPANY 

OF PHILADELPHIA



In a time of  extreme political turbulence, 
reduced funding for social services, obscured 
privatization, and unregulated surveillance of  
spaces masquerading as public fora, the role of  
the library has expanded from these historical 
examples. No longer simply needed to collect 
knowledge, the library is now responsible for 
providing a multitude of  free services, like free 
educational programs for kids after school, free 
access to ever-evolving technology, free assistance 
with	research	questions,	free	help	finding	jobs	and	
social services, free workshops and classes for adult 
learners, and much more. More than a holy space 
for solitary research pursuits, it’s a physical space 
unencumbered by the burdens of  censorship 
and paywalls that virtual and capitalist spaces 
suffer;	it	is	a	tool	for	empowerment	in	historically	
disenfranchised communities, arming citizens with 
evidence and solutions to problems often created 
by unsympathetic market forces or apathetic 
government inaction. 
 This library does not, then, only act as book 
storage, like Ridgway. The “reading room” here 
transforms the primary resource from books to the 
community itself. 
 From a decentralized set of  independent 
bottom-up community organizations already 
in existence, focused on providing social 
services, monitoring community development, 
and advocating for the rights of  historically 
disenfranchised South Philly residents, I’ve 
identified	a	list	of 	programs	that	might	be	
shared here. Centralizing these activities and 

ConClusions For the Future
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advocacy nurtures the formation of  a network of  
commoning—an institution truly by and for the 
public.
 For the Hawthorne Empowerment Coalition, 
an integral force in the planning process for 
the New Urbanist development, this library 
for the commons (on a logistic level) means 
auditorium space for community meetings, 
kitchens for holding events, and computer labs 
for employment assistance. For the after-school 
education program Mighty Writers, the library 
for the commons means an increase in kids 
reached, with classrooms, computer labs, sensory 
rooms, and playgrounds to hold workshops 
and events for much larger groups. For Philly 
AIDS Thrift, a second-hand store that donates 
proceeds	to	local	organizations	fighting	HIV	
and AIDS, the library for the commons means 
opportunities for networking with other groups, 
sewing rooms to repair clothing and provide skills 
to disenfranchised residents, and medical branch 
offices	to	assist	those	in	need.	The	point	is:	who	
knows the potential of  accidental connections that 
this concentration of  organizations might breed? 
Just like a book jutting out of  the shelf  you happen 
to be browsing through, it’s these spontaneous 
discoveries of  common ground that constitute 
a robust network of  civic-minded community 
organizations.
 This architecture embraces multiplicity, 
evolution, scale, ambiguity, and contradiction; it 
playfully references the institutional architecture 
of 	Ridgway’s	Greek	Revival	temple	front	in	a	field	
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of  columns that engage the street face, inverts the 
panopticon nature of  the Carnegie-era circulation 
desk by setting it beneath the stacks, and reinvents 
the purpose and scale of  the reading room to turn 
people, not books, into the primary resource to be 
shared. 
 Located at this highly-visible intersection, 
the civic institution of  the future sits next 
to the symbol of  an outdated architectural 
representation of  public institution, stands 
opposite the mid-rise market-rate apartment 
building	representative	of 	gentrification,	and	
alludes to Philadelphia’s institutional history 
with City Hall sited at the other end of  William 
Penn’s original axis. Re-imagining the historical 
archetype of  the library as an institution in this 
contentious	space	in	South	Philadelphia	offers	
physical and ideological space for the civic sphere: 
a fertile ground upon which the foundation of  a 
true community institution might be built.
	 Reflecting	on	this	project,	I’d	like	to	continue	
iterating the design of  the library to accommodate 
more of  the spatial and architectural constraints 
that reality provides. Although collage has been 
a helpful (and, I think, appropriate) tool for the 
development of  this project, the medium allows 
for a neglect of  structural reality that shouldn’t 
remain in the project as it is iterated further. 
 Unfortunately, moving much further in reality 
on this particular site in Philadelphia is fairly 
unrealistic. The site was recently purchased by the 
same developer who built the mid-rise market-
rate	apartment	building	with	a	ground	floor	
Target and Starbucks; due to its high visibility, 
connectivity, and scale, I don’t think it’s a stretch 
to think that in a few years, the site will be 
similarly developed. And in the current political 
climate,	it	is	difficult	to	imagine	a	world	that	
rejects the constraints of  capitalism and embraces 
an equally-scaled network within an institution of  
commoning, particularly sited on such a highly-
contested parcel. 
 In addition to the building’s semi-realistic 
but likely hypothetical design evolution, I’d like 
to continue curating some form of  a library of  
resources to be used for commoning practices. I 
do believe in the power of  literature and libraries 

to	influence	the	trajectory	of 	a	cultural	mindset,	so	
I think writing and curating and designing more 
in this academic vein is productive. 
 I should note, though, that authorship of  this 
collection of  resources should not be limited to 
the architectural realm: collaboration between 
architects, urban designers, planners, artists, local 
residents, librarians, politicians, engineers, and 
others should be a priority in the continuation 
of  this curatorial process. The exhibition of  this 
thesis was really a micro-staging of  this idea, with 
professionals, students, and passersby invited 
to sit and discuss at a table of  resources and 
surrounded by images of  the library of  the future. 
The conversations I had and overheard at this 
table were incredibly fruitful and valuable in the 
production and exchange of  knowledge: exactly 
the point of  the thesis itself. 
 In this sense, the end of  this project is not 
the end of  these ideas: seeds of  an imaginary 
institution celebrating and strengthening the 
commoning network in Philadelphia are cultivated 
in the library and in the fertile minds of  those 
visitors to it with the potential to blossom in 
unexpected, unplanned, and inventive ways. In a 
way, I’ve relinquished authorship of  this project, 
returning these ideas to the civic sphere. 
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